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now to 2030, the speed of road transporta�on decarboniza�on will have a substan�al impact on whether
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in this century. How will the con�nuous and eﬀec�ve behavior change to promote electric vehicle uptake
aﬀect the decarboniza�on process of the road transporta�on sector? In this report, we analyze both similar
and diﬀerent roles played by the tradi�onal ra�onal decision-making model based on proﬁt maximiza�on and
the “contextual” decision-making model based on behavioral economics in electric vehicle uptake in Europe,
California and East Asia. A�er summarizing successful a�empts of exis�ng examples of behavioral economics
in promo�ng electric vehicle uptake, we preliminarily analyze the great poten�al of accelera�ng electric
vehicle uptake in three East Asian countries, especially in China, by using the “contextual” model. We hope
that this report can encourage the policy discussion for promo�ng electric vehicle uptake with behavioral
economics and help China, Japan and South Korea advance its policy innova�on to popularize electric vehicles
by learning from each other’s successful measures.
This report consists of six chapters. Chapter I discusses the use of diﬀerent decision-making models to change
people’s behaviors to promote electric vehicle uptake. Chapter II to V introduce the diﬀerent experiences of
tradi�onal policies and policies based on behavioral economics in promo�ng electric vehicle uptake in Europe,
America and East Asia. Chapter VI analyzes the poten�al of the behavioral economics model in promo�ng
electric vehicle uptake under updated climate policies and provides our policy sugges�ons accordingly.
This report was completed with the support of Heinrich-Böll-S��ung (China Oﬃce). Professor Xie Chi of Tongji
University contributed valuable revisions to the ﬁrst dra� of this report. Associate Professor Xuanyuan Zhe of
Beijing Normal University-Hong Kong Bap�st University United Interna�onal College (UIC) also supported us in
collec�ng relevant documents and learning about the recent development of updated vehicle driving technologies. The leadership of the Science and Technology Associa�on of Shunyi District, Beijing, the governing body
of Rock Environment and Energy Ins�tute, also provided us with guidance and assistance during the project’s
development. We hereby express our sincere gra�tude to all men�oned par�es.
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Chapter I: The Role of Behavior Change in
Accelerating Electric Vehicle Uptake

1.1 The Role of Behavior Change in the Strategy to Realize Road
Transportation Decarbonization
To promote energy transition, decision-makers need to adopt various methods and
means to ensure energy supply, improve energy utilization efficiency, manage energy
demand and change the energy consumption structure. These factors are interrelated
and influence each other. Energy policy decisions should ensure the energy supply
needed by economic and social development and enable the energy consumption cost

Method 1
Reducing excessive
use and waste of
energy

to be affordable. While tapping into the potential of energy efficiency, decision-makers
should adopt various policies and technologies to promote the transition of the energy
structure from fossil fuel to renewable energy. The energy transition is expected to last
for half a century from the 1990s, when Germany first put forward the energy transition

Method 2

strategy, to the middle of this century, when many developed economies will strive to
achieve net zero emissions. To accomplish this transition, decision-makers will take
various measures, including policy incentives and constraints, technological progress

Changing mobility
models

and transfer, public and private investment, enterprise innovation and competition,
international cooperation and assistance, energy demand management, as well as
consumer behavior change.
In the recent energy system analysis, the influence of consumer behavior change on
the change of the energy system has been gradually taken seriously. The report Net
Zero by 2050 issued by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in May 2021 (hereinafter
referred to as the IEA2050 Net Zero report) has devoted considerable space to

Method 3
Improving the
utilization efficiency
of raw materials

discussing the role of behavior change in realizing net zero emissions of the energy
system. Here, we adopt the definition of behavior change in the report, which refers to
the continuous and repeated consumer behavior that impacts the energy demand and
the intensity of energy-related activities.1
Behavior change, which is discussed in the road transportation sector, will impact both
energy demand and energy structure. With the development of the economy and the
improvement of urbanization, the demand for mobility usually increases, and the energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions also show complicated dynamic changes.
On the one hand, if some high-carbon models (such as fuel-powered motor vehicles

1.Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap

and airplanes) of medium and long-distance mobility demands shift towards low-

for the Global Energy Sector,

carbon models (such as public transportation and trains), or part of the short-distance
mobility demands is replaced by bicycles and walking, these changes will all affect
transportation demands. On the other hand, suppose motor vehicles that meet people’s
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2021. IEA. Link: https://www.iea.
org/events/net-zero-by-2050-aroadmap-for-the-global-energysystem

mobility demands are changed from traditional fuel (gasoline and diesel) vehicles to
electric vehicles (battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEVs). In that case, the fundamental change will take place in the transportation
energy structure because transportation energy consumption no longer depends on oil,
but on electricity. With the acceleration of the decarbonization of the power system, the
transportation sector will also realize faster low-carbon development.
Behavioral changes related to energy use can support the low-carbon transition of the
energy system. According to the IEA2050 Net Zero report, in achieving the goal of net
zero emissions of the global energy system by 2050, behavior change and improvement
of raw material utilization efficiency can contribute 8% of carbon emission reduction.2
This is a low-cost way to reduce emissions, and, of course, the difficulty cannot be
ignored. Assuming citizens in developed economies would shift their mobility models
from private cars to walking, bicycles and public transportation and reduce long-distance
air travel as much as possible. For example, only one long-distance cross-continental air
travel a year. In that case, the accumulated carbon emission reduction can account for 4%
of the global emission reduction required to achieve net zero emissions.3

Traditional Decisionmaking Model

The IEA2050 Net Zero report proposes three behavior change types and three behavior
change methods. The three behavior change types include: reducing excessive use and
waste of energy, changing mobility models and improving the utilization efficiency of
raw materials. The three behavior change methods include mandatory policy measures,
market-based means and public awareness change. Among the three types, the key

Behavioral
Economics Model

to changing the mobility model is the substitution of electric vehicles for traditional ICE
vehicles. What mandatory policy measures, market incentives, and public awareness
promotion methods have the governments of China, Japan, and South Korea adopted
to successfully change consumer behavior (namely, choosing to buy electric vehicles
instead of ICE vehicles)? Are there opportunities for East Asian countries to learn from
each other’s experiences? And is there room for China, Japan and South Korea to adopt
policies that the EU and the US have adopted to accelerate the development of electric
vehicles by changing consumer behavior?
In this report, in addition to answering the above questions, we also apply the thinking
of behavioral economics models, methods and cases of behavioral economics to our
analysis. Behavior change is the core content of behavioral economics research, and
one of the main goals of public policies is to promote the change of public behavior. In
the recent decade, the role of behavioral economics in the decision-making for emission
reduction of road transportation has been gradually emphasized. Therefore, we will use
a policy change framework of behavioral economics to analyze which strategies can
promote behavior change and accelerate electric vehicle uptake.

1.2 Changing Behavior: Traditional Decision-making Model VS
Behavioral Economics Model
2.Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap
for the Global Energy Sector,
2021. IEA. P67.
3.Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap
for the Global Energy Sector,
2021. IEA. P17.

Promoting people’s behavior change is the core goal of public policy decision-making.
The traditional model is based on the hypothesis of (limited) rationalization. That is,
when required information and data are available, people’s decision-making is a rational
analysis based on cost benefit. In this model, public policy makers often use financial
incentives, information notification and supervision (punishment and prohibition) to drive
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people’s behavior to change in the direction of policy objectives.4
One of the most successful cases in promoting electric vehicles to replace ICE vehicles
is from Norway in Northern Europe. In 2020, Norway took the lead in achieving the goal
that BEVs accounted for more than 50% of the annual sales of new cars, compared with
only 1% in 2011. In 2020, the proportions of diesel and gasoline cars in new car sales
were only 9% and 8% respectively. 5 The government’s continuous support for electric
vehicles through financial and tax incentives is the key to the ten-year development of
electric vehicles in Norway. In the view of Norwegian electric vehicle owners, the eight
most essential incentives are as follows: VAT exemption, road toll exemption, purchase
tax exemption, lower annual road use tax, low charging cost, public charging station
network, use of bus lanes, and free municipal parking lots.6 Through a series of policies
and measures, the one-time purchase cost, use cost and time cost of using electric
vehicles (using bus lanes and free municipal parking lots can reduce the time cost
of transportation congestion and finding parking spaces) gradually show advantages
compared with traditional ICE vehicles. With the continuous improvement in the
performance of electric vehicles (such as longer range and shorter charging time, etc.),
Norway is expected to become the first industrialized country in the world to bid farewell
to ICE vehicles completely in the next 10-20 years.

Cognitive Model

Traditional policies aim to encourage consumers to give up the choice of ICE vehicles
and buy electric vehicles instead by reducing electric vehicles’ purchase and use
costs. Such external policy incentives lead to changes in consumers’ decision-making,
playing an essential role in promoting the achievement of policy objectives. This has
been clearly demonstrated by the case of Norway. However, the factors influencing

Contextual Model

consumers’ decision-making are diverse and complicated, some of which cannot be
changed by traditional policy incentives. For example, the earliest buyers of electric
vehicles have borne the high purchase and use costs and tolerated the poor user
experience of electric vehicles. In addition to the incentive policies issued by the
government, possible important factors that have influenced their decision-making also
include the consumers’ great concern for the environment (electric vehicles can reduce
the emission of traditional pollutants and carbon dioxide) and the good feeling of owning
electric vehicles (thinking that other members of the society are highly concerned about
electric vehicle drivers).
The evaluation of the influence of psychological and social factors on people’s decisionmaking and public policies is the focus of behavioral economics in recent years.

4.Madrian, 2014. Applying

Behavioral economics model brings people’s psychological factors and irrational

Insights from Behavioural

decision-making characteristics into the design and implementation of public policies,
thus exploring new paths and methods to help public policy decisions change people’s
behaviors more effectively. Of course, the gradual attention paid to behavioral
economics in public policy design in recent years does not mean that the traditional
means and methods of public policy decision-making are no longer applicable. The

Economics to Policy Design. The
Annual Review of Economics.
2014. 6:663-88.
5.In 2020 the market share for
battery electric vehicles (BEV)
in the new car sale in Norway

complexity of social problems that needs to be solved by public policies provides

reached 54,3 percent, Norwegian

opportunities for different methods to be involved. Moreover, the decision-making

Electric Vehicles Association,

models based on traditional methods and behavioral economics methods also intersect
and correlate with each other. This report will consider how each of the two decisionmaking models plays a comprehensive role in electric vehicle uptake.

Link : https://elbil.no/english/
norwegian-ev-market/
6.The Nor wegian EV owners
survey 2017. Link: www.elbil.no/
om-elbilisten-2017
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Traditional policy incentives are based on the “cognitive model”, which takes the
maximization of the interests of decision-makers as the basic starting point, and
assumes that people’s rationality (or bounded rationality) can respond to policy
incentives, and change behaviors based on information and facts, to reach the goals
set by policies continuously. Taking Norway as an example, the policy incentives take
the costs of electric vehicles as the core point of entry and reduce the prices and use
costs of electric vehicles relative to ICE vehicles through various incentive measures.
After comparing the two options’ one-time purchase costs and use costs, consumers
gradually “vote” for electric vehicles with their dollars. This is a typical “cognitive model”.
The other model, namely the “contextual model”, pays more attention to the
spontaneous process that determines people’s judgment and the influence they receive.
That is, it focuses on how people’s actions change with their environments.7 Using the
influence of “contextual model” on people can also be integrated into policy decisionmaking to promote the change of consumers’ thoughts and behaviors.

Table 1: Two ways of influencing personal behaviors:
Cognitive model vs. Contextual model
Model

Cognitive model

Comparison of characteristics
influencing behavior change

Example

The government offers subsidies to
Incentive, benefit maximization,
improve the price competitiveness
reflecting on the situation and
of electric vehicles; The road use
changing ideas according to
right of electric vehicles takes
information and facts.
precedence over ICE vehicles.

Paying attention to the spontaneous
process of judgment and influence,
Contextual model
and focusing on the context in which
the actions occur.

Owning electric vehicles means
s u p p o r t i n g n e w t e c h n o l o g y,
environmental protection and
response to climate change.

Source: Dolan et al., Journal of Economic Psychology 33 (2012) 264-277; Influencing behavior: The mindspace way.;
The authors of this report provided the examples.

Different decision-makers can adopt the model of behavioral economics to influence
and change consumer behaviors. The central and local governments can also formulate
policies to increase the difficulty of owning or using ICE (Internal Combustion Engine)
vehicles to stimulate consumers to adopt electric vehicles. On the one hand, in order
to control the increase of private cars in cities, Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou,
Shenzhen and Hangzhou have adopted such measures as drawing lottery for ICE
7.Dolan et al., Journal of

vehicles, auctioning or the combination of the two to issue license plates, and the

Economic Psychology 33 (2012)

number of license plates issued each year is fixed. On the other hand, to reduce

264-277；Influencing behavior:
The mindspace way DOI:
10.1016/j.joep.2011.10.009
8.Evaluation of incentive policies
for urban new energy passenger
vehicles in China, Cui Hongyang

transportation congestion, transportation restriction policies are also used to control the
utilization and frequency of vehicles (including transportation restrictions based on evenand odd-numbered license plates or even and odd dates). To support the development
of electric vehicles, many municipal governments have launched policies on free
licensing and exemption from transportation restrictions. For example, in mega-cities

et al., Report of the International

like Beijing and Shanghai, which have a high demand for private cars and strict control

Council on Clean Transportation,

of license issuance, the equivalent monetary incentives brought by the preferential

2018. Link: https://theicct.org/
sites/default/files/publications/

licensing of electric vehicles were once as high as RMB 80,000-130,000.8 Municipal

China-urban-NEVs_ICCT-White-

urban transportation management supported electric vehicles with free licenses in

Paper_12042018_vF.pdf

the early days. For example, in Beijing in 2015, the success rate in the license plate
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lottery of electric vehicles was nearly 90%, while that of ICE vehicles was only 0.5%.9
With response to climate change added to the decision-making agenda, based on the
goals of urban transportation management to reduce transportation congestion and air
pollution, it is increasingly difficult and costly to obtain private car licenses in mega-cities
in China. However, it is still easier to obtain license plates for electric vehicle than for
ICE vehicles in these cities. As the number of license plates issued each year is minimal
comparing to the number of private cars in cities, the effect of policies for increasing the
proportion of consumers buying electric vehicles in new vehicles as a way of promoting
the long-term low-carbon transition of the transportation sector has become less
apparent. Even if all the annual quota of license plates for all new vehicles are be given
to electric vehicles in the next 10-15 years, considering the large base of ICE vehicles
in China, the electrification process of the whole road transportation sector will still be
slow. The challenge for policymakers will be to provide policy incentives to speed up the
replacement of existing ICE vehicles with electric vehicles.

Table 2: Framework of mindspace bringing about behavior change
Mindspace
cues

Behavior

Example

Messengers

People who send
messages have a
significant influence
on us.

The purchase of a Tesla electric vehicle by the
British Secretary of State for Transport became
news, which helped to raise the social awareness
of electric vehicles.

Incentives

P r e d i c t a b l e
psychological
shortcuts (such as a
strong tendency to
avoid losses) shape
our response to
incentives.

Replacing ICE vehicles with electric vehicles
means change (trying fresh products, losing familiar
products). The fear that the loss would outweigh
the gain will inhibit consumers’ acceptance of new
things because people will exaggerate the negative
effects of losses and underestimate the positive
effects of gains.

Standards

What other people in
the community do has
a significant impact on
us.

When about 20% of people around are driving
electric vehicles, owning electric vehicles will
become a social trend, which will cause peer
pressure and influence.

Default option

The previously owned ICE vehicles will be the
We will accept the
default option for us to judge the possible future
preset option naturally
choices.

Prominence

The price and logo of a product are prominent, and
Our attention is
here they can present the cost of a product in the
attracted by what is
whole life cycle, which is helpful to compare the
new and what seems
real cost difference between electric vehicles and
to be relevant to us.
ICE vehicles.

Inauguration

Our subconscious exaggerates the present costs
and benefits, and despises the future and long-term
Subconscious cues
costs and benefits. Therefore, the purchase cost
often influence our
of electric vehicles, instead of the comprehensive
actions.
cost including the use cost, becomes the key factor
of our decision-making.

(Emotional)
impact

O u r e m o t i o n a l We have high loyalty to the brand of our first
a s s o c i a t i o n c a n vehicle. When we choose new similar products, the
effectively shape our original brand will provide us with a cordial feeling.
actions.
9.Same as footnote 8.
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Commitment

Ego

We pursue the
consistency of words
(public promises)
and deeds (actual
actions).

Consumers concerned about climate and
environment are more inclined to buy electric
vehicles, which can be practical proof for their
concern about the environment.

The driving experience is an essential consideration
for many vehicle buyers, and the design of the
We act in a way that vehicles also satisfies consumers’ demands for
makes us feel better vehicles as products to show their individuality. As
about ourselves.
for showing individuality, the increase of electric
vehicle series will help meet consumers’ demands
in this respect.

Source: Dolan et al., Journal of Economic Psychology 33 (2012) 264-277. Table1, p266.

Besides the government, automakers, car-sharing or rental companies, guilds and
environmental protection organizations can also promote consumers’ acceptance of
electric vehicles with methods of behavioral economics.

1.3 Promoting the Development of Electric Vehicles: The Potential of
the Behavioral Economics Model
In road transportation, behavioral economics can help decision-makers promote
consumers to increase public transit use for commuting.

10

Besides, an increasing

number of studies have shown that behavioral economics can also promote consumers
to accept and buy electric vehicles, thus playing a key role in road transportation
decarbonization and emission reduction.
Analyzing how to promote the replacement of more ICE vehicles with electric
vehicles from behavioral economics and behavioral science is an essential issue for
policymakers in some countries in recent years. Governments in Britain, Canada and
New Zealand have made useful attempts in this field. For example, in July 2020, the
UK Department for Transport and the Office of Low Emission Vehicles commissioned
10.Nudging Sustainable Mobility.
Link: https://datasmart.ash.

the Behavioral Insight Team and the Transport Research Laboratory to publish a report
on driving and accelerating the development of electric vehicles in the UK.

11

Using the

harvard.edu/news/article/nudging-

theoretical framework of behavioral science and consumer opinion survey, this report

sustainable-mobility

helps people understand the important factors hindering electric vehicles from replacing

11.Driving and accelerating the

ICE vehicles in the UK and affecting the realization of low-carbon transportation

adoption of electric vehicles in the

development goals. It puts forward a series of measures to eliminate these identified

UK. Link: https://assets.publishing.

barriers from promoting behavior change. The Department of Conservation of New

s e r v i c e . g o v. u k / g o v e r n m e n t /
uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/914111/

Zealand released a report as early as 2018, aiming at discussing how behavioral
science can help New Zealand reduce the resistance against electric vehicle uptake.12

driving-and-accelerating-theadoption-of-electric-vehicles-inthe-uk.pdf

An analytical framework commonly used for promoting behavior change with behavioral
economics includes barriers, biases and intervention. As shown in Figure 1, before

12.Reducing barriers to Electric

introducing policy intervention measures, it is necessary to have an insight into the

Vehicle uptake: Behavioural insights

main factors that hinder the development of electric vehicles and the social, group

analysis and review. Ministry for the
Environment, 2018. Link: https://

and individual reasons behind these factors, which are called “biases” in behavioral

www.iccc.mfe.govt.nz/assets/PDF_

economics or psychology. In other words, finding the decision-maker or consumer

Library/ad42c96b5f/MfE-Reducing-

“biases” is key. Only in this way can we put forward targeted policies to reduce biases

Barriers-to-Electric-Vehicle-Uptake.
pdf

and break through barriers.
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Let’s start with “barriers”. Many factors affect the acceptance of electric vehicles by more
new consumers, including the public awareness of electric vehicles,13 the affordability
of electric vehicles (including the purchase cost and use costs of vehicles), the userfriendliness of charging infrastructure and charging process of electric vehicles, and the
performance of electric vehicles (including range and driving experience). Among the
many barriers involved in cost, technology, experience and social recognition, the most
critical ones are range, charging infrastructure (distribution density of public chargers,
charging time) and purchase cost of new vehicles.

Figure 1: Analysis framework of behavior change for promoting electric
vehicle uptake

Barriers

Biases

Intervention

Analyzing major
barriers to the
promotion of electric
vehicles

Finding and extrapolating
the psychological, social,
and decision-making factors
behind the barriers from the
perspective of behavioral
science

Providing suggestions
to reduce and overcome
the barriers from the
perspective of behavioral
science

Source: Reducing barriers to Electric Vehicle uptake: Behavioural insights analysis and review. Ministry for the
Environment. New Zealand government, 2018.

1.4 Case: How do Automakers Break Through the Barriers and Biases
of Electric Vehicle Uptake by Virtue of Behavioral Economics?
The framework above shows the process for identifying intervention measures:
First, identify barriers, then “locate” various cognitive “biases” of consumers around
the electric vehicle with behavioral economics, and then find out different methods
according to the “biases”, including providing more comprehensive information (such
as increasing the range and charging speed, and improving the charger network
distribution), driving experience (improving cognition through test drives and preferential
rental), and peer opinions (such as verifying the benefits of electric vehicles with the
personal experience of electric vehicle owners), which all help to alleviate the irrational
influence and effect of “biases” hidden behind the barriers on people’s choice of electric
vehicles.
Among the most notable examples are the prices/costs of electric vehicles. Consumers’
prejudice will generally exaggerate the impact of current or short-term evaluation
of costs and benefits on people. That is, they often give up buying electric vehicles

13.According to our written

because the one-time purchase cost of electric vehicles is higher than that of ICE

interview with a representative

vehicles; At the same time, consumers will despise or ignore the benefits from future or
long-term costs and benefits, that is, consumers often ignore the remarkable economic
benefits of electric vehicles compared with ICE vehicles during use. So, how can we
reduce the “bias” that consumers consider electric vehicles to be more costly for both
purchase and use?

of a German automaker in China,
the Chin e se pu blic c on si de r s
electric vehicles as high-tech
products that surpass ICE vehicles,
but such awareness is generally
absent among the public in the
EU. Therefore, this will affect
consumers’ willingness to

We share some cases studies in the chapters analyzing the development of electric
vehicles in China, Japan and South Korea. For example, if providing calculators in the
official vehicle website could help potential consumers understand the advantages
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buy electric vehicles. Hightech products will give buyers
a p s y c h o l o g i c a l h i n t of s e l frealization.

of electric vehicles in the total cost of ownership; Vehicle dealers can convey more
detailed price information by presenting the comprehensive use cost of vehicles when
facing potential car buyers, to help consumers make more reasonable decisions; carsharing/rental companies are one of the backbone forces supporting the development of
electric vehicles. The third chapter of this report, which is about the development of carsharing cars in China, specifically introduces the reasons behind ride-hailing companies'
increased proportion of electric vehicles, and the significant difference between the
comprehensive costs of electric vehicles and ICE cars as the key influencing factor.
The driving experience is one of the crucial factors affecting purchasing decision. For
consumers who have had the driving experience of gasoline or diesel vehicles, it is difficult
to have a comprehensive understanding and driving experience of electric vehicles from
a test drive of ten or twenty minutes. Due to time and cost constraints, the charging
experience is rarely obtained in test driving. In order to break through the barrier that
ICE vehicle drivers have “zero” experience in driving and charging electric vehicles (this
may be the main factor that causes ICE vehicle drivers to form such “biases” that electric
vehicles are inconvenient and the driving experience can’t be compared with that of ICE
vehicles), the cooperation between some vehicle dealers and car-rental companies is a
beneficial attempt. In collaboration with Nissan’s dealers, a car rental company named
Blue Cars in New Zealand has launched a four-day or seven-day preferential car rental
program for Nissan Leaf, which includes free driving and charging courses for electric
vehicles.14If a consumer decides to buy a Nissan Leaf after the end of the lease contract,
Blue Cars, will be responsible for helping the consumer to get a price discount of NZD
500 from the dealer.

14.Blue Cars official website: https://
bluecars.nz/experience
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Chapter II: The Experience and Effect of Changing
Consumer Behaviors and Promoting Electric Vehicle
Uptake in EU and US

Besides China, the EU and the US are two electric vehicle markets playing a key role
in global road transportation emission reduction. This chapter sorts out the historical
experience and current policies of the EU and California to promote the development
of electric vehicles, and analyzes how the traditional decision-making methods and
policies based on behavioral economics can advance the change of consumers
behaviors to improve the penetration rate of the electric vehicle market.

2.1 EU’s Experience in Changing Consumer Behaviors and
Promoting Electric Vehicle Uptake
2.1.1 Overview of the development of electric vehicles in the EU
The greenhouse gas emissions generated by road transportation in the EU have been
increasing since 1990. Currently, road transportation accounts for about 20% of the
total greenhouse gas emissions in the EU, while the greenhouse gas emissions from
the power and industrial sectors are gradually decreasing with the implementation of
the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) (Figure 2). Therefore, with
an aim to achieve the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55%
comparing to 1990 levels by 2030 and achieving carbon neutrality by 2050, the EU needs
to speed up the transition from ICE vehicles to electric vehicles, introduce tougher
policies to reduce the dependence of transportation on fossil fuels, to accelerate the
low-carbon transition of the transportation sector.

Figure 2: Trends of EU’s greenhouse gas emissions by aggregated sector
from 1990 to 2018
kt co2 equivalent
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Before 2018, the annual market share of new electric vehicles sales in EU had been less
than 2%. Until 2019, the market penetration rate of electric vehicles in the EU increased
rapidly, with the sales of new battery electric cars accounting for nearly 10%.16 Despite
the overall downturn of the EU’s automotive industry due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the sales of electric vehicles in the EU surged in 2020, with the annual sales of electric
vehicles exceeding 1.36 million, an increase of 143% over 2019, and the market share
rising from 3% in 2019 to 11% (Figure 3).

17

This is mainly influenced by two important

policies and measures in the development of electric vehicles in the EU, carbon dioxide
emission standards and financial incentives for electric vehicles. First of all, 2020 is
the target year of the “Carbon Dioxide Emission Performance Standards for Cars and
Vans”, limiting the average carbon dioxide emissions per kilometer of new cars and vans
and forcing automakers to accelerate its electric transition. Since January 1, 2020, the
EU has implemented the world’s strictest carbon emission standard for vehicles. That is,
the average upper limit of carbon dioxide emissions of 95% of new cars and vans sold
in the EU has been reduced from 130g/km to 95g/km. Second, with the carbon emission
standard becoming increasingly stringent, European governments intensively introduce
subsidy policies and increase subsidies to accelerate the development of the electric
vehicle industry and improve its penetration rate.
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Figure 3: Sales and market shares of new electric vehicles in EU from
2010 to 2020
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16.New registrations of electric
vehicles in Europe, European

In 2020, the sales of new electric passenger cars in Europe (1.36 million) surpassed
that of China (about 1.2 million), making Europe the world’s largest market of electric

E n v i r o n m e n t A g e n c y. L i n k :

passenger cars. Among them, Norway remains as the country with the highest

h t t p s : / / w w w. e e a . e u ro pa . e u /

penetration rate of electric vehicles globally. Last year, the market share of new BEVs

data-and-maps/indicators/

exceeded 50% for the first time. Including PHEVs, EVs in Norway make up 75% of the

propor tion-of-vehicle-fleetmeeting-5/assessment
17.Update on electric vehicle
uptake in European cities, The
International Council on Clean

market share, higher than the 56% from 2019. The market share of electric vehicles
in major European automobile markets (such as Germany, France and the UK) all
exceeded 10%, 3-4 times higher than that of 2019.18

Transpor tation. Link : https://

In the future, the share of electric vehicles in Europe will expand rapidly, which is mainly

theicct.org/publications/ev-

influenced by the EU’s emissions reduction target in response to climate change. The

uptake-eu-cities-oct21
18.Same as footnote 17.

European Green Deal issued by the European Commission requires the greenhouse
gas emissions in transportation to be reduced by 90% by 2050. To achieve this
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ambitious target, the EU has set a specific goal for the future development of electric
vehicles. That is, by 2030, at least 30 million zero-emission vehicles (ZEV) will be on the
road.19 In July 2021, the European Commission put forward the “Fit for 55” package of
climate policy proposals. As part of a series of proposals, the revised “Carbon Dioxide
Emission Performance Standards for Cars and Vans” put forward stricter standards for
automobile exhaust emission, which means that the EU will completely ban the sale
of ICE vehicles (including gas powered hybrid vehicles) in 2035. European countries
outside the EU have also put forward development goals for electric vehicles and issued
schedules for banning the sale of ICE vehicles in succession. The most ambitious one
being Norway, which plans to realize the goal that all newly sold passenger vehicles will
be zero-emission vehicles by 2025, and Germany, a large automobile manufacturing
country, plans to ban the sale of ICE vehicles by 2030.
2.1.2 How can we deal with the three barriers to development in the traditional way
2.1.2.1 EU and the member states
One of the main factors that influence consumers’ choice between ICE or electric
vehicles is the cost of purchase. Compared with similar ICE models, electric vehicles
are currently more expensive. In 2020, the main reason for the huge increase in the
sales of electric vehicles in Europe was the increase in subsidies. To achieve the
emissions reduction target of the EU, European governments encourage the shift from
ICE vehicles to electric vehicles. Subsidy incentives are often the initial measures
of European governments to stimulate the development of electric vehicles, mainly
including purchase subsidies and tax benefits (such as exemption from purchase tax
and value-added tax), aiming to narrow the gap comparing to the cost of ICE vehicles
(Table 3).

Table 3: Purchase incentives and tax benefits in major electric vehicle
markets of the EU20
Country

Purchase Incentives

Tax Benefits
From June 1, 2020 to December
31, 2021, the purchase tax rate
reduces from 19% to 16%.

Germany

BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs registered from
June 4, 2020 to December 31, 2021 can
enjoy the following incentives:
Price up to 40,000 euros:A bonus of
9,0000 euros for BEVs and FCEVs, and
6,750 for PHEVs;
Price higher than 40,000 euros: A bonus
of 7,500 euros for BEVs and FCEVs, and
6,750 euros for PHEVs;
A subsidy of 7,000 euros for private
vehicles emitting CO2≤20kg/km and a
price less than 45,000 euros;
A subsidy of up to 5,000 euros (depending
on the income) for replacement of new or
used vehicles emitting CO2≤50kg/km and
a price less than 60,000 euros;

Half tax or tax exemption for
alternatively-powered vehicles
(ie., BEVs, HEVs, CNG, LPG
and E85ethanol-added gasoline
vehicles).

France

BEVs and FCEVs registered
before December 31, 2020 are
exempted from ownership tax for
10 years.

19.A fundamental transpor t
transformation: Commission
p re s e n t s i t s p l a n f o r g re e n ,
smart and affordable mobility,
European Commission. Link :
h t t p s : / / t r a n s p o r t . e c . e u ro pa .
eu/transport-themes/mobilitystrategy_en
2 0 . E L E C T R I C V E H I C L E S : TA X
BENEFITS & PURCHASE
INCENTIVES, European
Automobile Manufacturers
Association. Link : https://
www.acea.auto/files/Electric_
v e h i c l e s - Ta x _ b e n e f i t s _
purchase_incentives_European_
Union_2020.pdf
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Country

Purchase Incentives

Tax Benefits

Italy

5-Year tax exemption for EVs
from the date of registration; after
One-off amount of up to 6,000 euros for this period, 25% of the tax of
vehiclesemitting CO2 ≤70kg/km and a gasoline vehicles would apply;
price less than50,000 euros;
A fine for up to 2,500 euros for a
vehicle emitting CO2 more than
250kg/km.

Sweden

SEK 60,000 for new zero-emission Reduced annual road tax (SEK
vehicles; SEK 10,000 for PHEVs emitting 360)
CO2≤70kg/km.
for zero-emission vehicles.

Spain

Subsidy of 4,000-5,000 euros for BEVs, Reduction of 75% for ownership
1,900-2,600 euros for PHEVs (depending tax of BEVs in main cities (eg
on whether a vehicle older than seven Madrid, Barcelona).
years is being scrapped).

* BEV (battery electric vehicle); HEV (Hybrid electric vehicle); FCEV (Fuel-cell electric vehicle); PHEV (Plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle); CNG (Compressed natural gas); LPG (Liquefied petroleum gas).
Source: European Automobile Manufacturers' Association (ACEA)

The purchase prices of most electric vehicles in Europe are currently still higher than
those of similar gasoline vehicles, mainly because of the high production cost of
batteries. Although the battery prices of electric vehicles have dropped by 89% in the
past decade, with average industry price at USD 137/kWh (about USD 1,191 in 2010),
21

which is still higher than the ICE vehicles price threshold of USD 100/kWh. However,

the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is more important to consumers. Considering
that electricity is cheaper than fuel and that electric vehicles have less demand for
maintenance, the TCO of electric vehicles may be lower than that of ICE vehicles.
Due to the lack of information and reasonable calculation of vehicle cost, consumers
rarely consider the TCO when buying new vehicles, especially considering the cost of
fuel consumption. As a result, consumers won't prioritize the more expensive electric
vehicles over ICE vehicles in the market. The revised EU "Carbon Dioxide Emission
Performance Standards for Cars and Vans" estimates the average net cost saving
of vehicle purchase for consumers under different levels of carbon dioxide emission
21.Why an Electric Car Battery
I s S o E x p e n s i v e , F o r N o w,

standards in 2030, 2035 and 2040. In 2030, purchasers of electric cars in the EU will
save 330-660 euros per vehicle and 2,800-3,100 euros by 2040.

22

More stringent

Bloomberg. Link : https://

carbon dioxide emission standards will bring higher benefits to EU consumers, mainly

w w w. b l o o m b e rg . c o m / n e w s /

because the fuel cost saved during the use of electric vehicles will exceed the higher

ar ticles/2021-09-16/why-ane l e c t r i c - c a r- b a t t e r y - i s - s o expensive-for-now-quicktake

purchase cost in the early stage. Generally speaking, this standard has calculated the
costs for EU car consumers. From the perspective of the whole life cycle, the total cost
of electric vehicles will be lower than that of ICE vehicles.

22.Amendment of the Regulation
setting CO2 emission standards
for cars and vans, European

With the growth in the number of electric vehicles, convenient and reliable public

Commission, European

charging facilities network will become more critical. As of 2020, there had been

Commission. Link: https://eur-

about 225,000 public chargers in the EU, still far from the goal of 1 million chargers

lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/

by 2025.23 To solve this problem, many European governments provide support for

23.EU told 1 million public EV

the construction of electric vehicle charging infrastructure by directly investing in the

charging stations needed by

installation of public chargers or encouraging electric vehicle owners to install chargers

2024, Reuters. Link: https://www.
reuters.com/article/us-europeautos-electric-idUSKBN2AB0UGT
XT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0556

at home. In September 2020, the European Commission began to revise its Alternative
Fuels Infrastructure Directive (AFID), which is the most important policy of the EU in
the construction of charging infrastructure service networks. In the EU’s “Fit for 55”
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policy package, the revised AFID requires EU member states to increase the number
of charging stations and adjust them at any time according to the sales situation of
zero-emission vehicles, so as to ensure that consumers can fully charge their vehicle
during the whole driving process in Europe, and to verify whether the scale of charging
infrastructure construction in the countries can meet EU’s requirements for the electric
transition of vehicles. Specifically, it is required to set up a charging station every 60
kilometers on major expressways. The target is to set up 3.5 million new charging
stations by 2030 and 16.3 million by 2050.
EU member states have also taken measures to alleviate and eliminate the three major

Automakers

Traditional
car-rental

barriers that restrict the development of electric vehicles. In order to speed up electric
vehicle uptake, the German government requires all gas stations to provide electric
24

vehicle charging services, to eliminate the “range anxiety” of electric vehicle owners

Car-sharing
companies, etc.

and stimulate the demand of the consumers for electric vehicles. In 2019, the “Climate
Protection Plan 2030” issued by the German federal government proposed to build 1
million chargers in Germany by 2030.25 Germany can subsidize up to 3,000 euros for a
consumer who has bought a charger up to 22kW; up to 12,000 euros for a consumer
who has bought a DC charger up to 100kW; up to 30,000 euros for a consumer who
has bought a DC charger above 100kW.26 Besides, any German resident can apply for a
subsidy of 900 euros to support the purchase and installation of household chargers.27

24.Germany will require all petrol

France’s “ADVENIR” Act, namely the The French EV Infrastructure Charging Program,

stations to provide electric car

sets the goal of providing financial support for more than 45,000 chargers by the end of
2023.

28

charging, Reuters. Link: https://
www.reuters.com/ar ticle/ushealth-coronavirus-germanyautos-idUSKBN23B1WU

2.1.2.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car-rental and car-sharing companies, etc.)
● European automakers
As mentioned earlier, the subsidies for electric vehicles in Germany are not entirely
borne by the government, but shared by the government and German automakers. For
example, among the subsidies given to BEVs and PHEVs in Germany (Table 3), 3,000
euros and 2,250 euros respectively are paid by automakers. In Italy, like in Germany,
in a subsidy for a BEV or PHEV, 1,000 euros are paid by automakers in a joint effort
to encourage consumers to buy electric cars. Stimulated by preferential policies,
traditional German automakers are also actively transforming. Many automakers,

25.Germany to provide €500M
for more public charging
infrastructure, Green Car
Congress. Link : https://
w w w. g re e n c a rc o n g re s s .
com/2021/08/20210818germany.html
26.EV and EV Charger Incentives
in Europe: A Complete Guide
for Businesses and Individuals,

including Volkswagen, BMW and Daimler, have released carbon neutrality schedules to

Wa l l b ox . L i n k : h t t p s : / / b l o g .

accelerate the development and production of electric vehicles and the expansion of the

w a l l b ox . c o m / e v - i n c e n t i v e s -

charging business.

europe-guide/#index_5
27.Ladestationen

Audi, a Volkswagen brand, plans to cooperate with Porsche and invest 1 billion euros to
build its own charging station in big European cities in terms of charging infrastructure.
IONITY, a charger company jointly established by Volkswagen, BMW, Daimler, Ford,
Hyundai, etc. has been continuously expanding its network of charging facilities in
Europe. The company had planned to install more than 400 charging stations on major
expressways in Europe by the end of 2020. On average, each charging station has
six chargers, and the output power of the chargers can reach 350kW. At present, 379
charging stations are in operation, and 38 are under construction. In the next step, the
company will increase financing and expand the charging station business to cities.

für

Elektroautos – Wohngebäude,
K F W. L i n k : h t t p s : / / w w w.
k f w. d e / i n l a n d s f o e r d e r u n g /
P r i v a t p e r s o n e n /
Bestehende-Immobilie/
F%C3%B6rderprodukte/
L a d e s t a t i o n e n f % C 3 % B C r- E l e k t r o a u t o s Wohngeb%C3%A4ude-(440)/
2 8 . L e p ro g r a m m e A D V E N I R
: Financement de points de
recharge privés ou ouverts au

IONITY has also cooperated with Tesla to build a large EV charging park in Lutterberg,
Germany. Located at 24-Autohof Lutterberg, it is one of the largest parking lots in
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public par les CEE, ADVENIR.
Link : https://advenir.mobi/leprogramme/

central Germany and central Europe. This large-scale charging park can charge 20
electric vehicles simultaneously, including 4 IONITY fast chargers (charging power up to
350kW) and 16 second-generation Tesla fast chargers (charging power up to 150kW).29
● Car-sharing companies
ZITY, a car-sharing service launched by Renault Group in Paris and Madrid, focuses

Barriers To
Development

on BEVs and provides flexible and preferential fare policies. Besides the exemption of
one-time payments such as registration fee and deposit, Renault has also introduced
the Stand-By model, a charging model for common urban scenarios. That is, users can
continue to occupy vehicles at preferential prices during short-term shopping and dining.
For example, in Madrid, the ordinary fare of 17 euro cents per minute will be reduced to
9 euro cents per minute in the Stand-By model.30

“Bias” of consumers on
the purchase cost

WeShare is a 100% EV sharing service owned by Volkswagen Group. WeShare
currently provides services in Berlin and Hamburg, Germany. It provides Volkswagen’s
hottest EV models (ID.4 and ID.3) and has now about 5,000 registered users. In order to

“Bias” of consumers on
range

make up for the shortage of public charging infrastructure network in Berlin, Volkswagen
Group has cooperated with Schwarz Group to install 140 public charging stations in
60 Lidl and 10 Kaufland supermarkets in Berlin.31 WeShare users can use such shared
charging stations at any time (non-WeShare users can’t use this service during non-

“Bias” of consumers
against slow charging
and insufficient charging
infrastructure

business hours of the supermarkets).
2.1.3 How can we deal with the three barriers to development in the way of behavioral
economics
In Chapter I, we describe the analytical framework of promoting consumers to buy
electric vehicles with behavioral economics. After identifying three main barriers to
the development of electric vehicles, it is necessary to gain insight into the “biases”
of decision-makers or consumers behind the barriers to the development of electric
vehicles (such as the purchasing psychology of consumers, etc.), and to propose a plan
to reduce the “biases”.
● “Bias” of consumers on the purchase cost of electric vehicles
Consumers in Europe have not fully considered the TCO of vehicles when making
purchase decisions. Consumers tend to pay attention to the short-term cost (purchase
cost) of products while ignoring the medium-and long-term cost of use. Although electric
vehicles have higher purchase costs than similar ICE vehicles, their operation and
maintenance costs are usually lower than those of similar ICE vehicles. The dealers
do not provide information on the TCO of electric cars and ICE vehicles for consumers’

29.Charging | The largest EV
charging park in Europe built

reference, therefore consumers can only see the one-time purchase price when buying
vehicles.

by Ionity and Tesla completed,
Autonode. Link: https://
autonode.cn/2020/03/30/
battery-ionity-tesla-ev/
30.Zity Rates, ZITY, Link: https://
zity.eco/en/madrid/

● “Bias” of consumers on range
Consumers’ “anxiety” about the range of electric vehicles, namely, electric vehicles'
inability to reach the destination, is one of the essential barriers to electric vehicle
uptake on a large scale. Consumers often compare the range of electric vehicles with
that of traditional ICE vehicles when evaluating them. However, electric vehicles can’t

31.WeShare expands in Europe,

supplement range as efficiently and conveniently as ICE vehicles, and cannot provide

Vo l k s w a g e n , L i n k : h t t p s : / /

enough endurance. This anxiety caused by the reduced mileage of electric vehicles will

www.volkswagenag.com/en/
news/2020/01/WeShare.html

make consumers feel at “loss”.
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According to a study of more than 630,000 vehicle owners in Europe, about 80% of
private car owners drive less than 100 kilometers a day.32 In contrast, most electric cars
can drive 300 kilometers on average after a full charging process, which means that the
range of electric cars has exceeded the needs of most consumers. Moreover, with the
increase of electric vehicle sales and technological progress, the maximum range and
the industry’s average range are also increasing every year.
● “Bias” of consumers against slow charging and insufficient charging infrastructure
Like the “bias” on range, some consumers, referencing to ICE vehicles, will think that
the time for charging electric vehicles should be the same as that for refueling ICE
vehicles (less than 5 minutes), and that charging stations should be as common as
gas stations. However, this is not the actual requirement for the development of electric
vehicles because the layout of charging infrastructure is also closely related to range.
If consumers’ average daily driving distance is much shorter than the range of electric
vehicles, building too many chargers may waste resources.
Another “bias” is a selective attention bias. That is, for not being familiar with charging
stations and charging signs, people may not see these signs in daily life or on maps,
or not be able to remember what the signs they see are, so they fail to find charging
stations during driving. On the contrary, gas station signs have been deeply rooted in
people’s hearts, so they can be easily found during driving or on maps.
2.1.3.1 Policies of EU member states to reduce “biases”
In order to reduce the “biases” of consumers on charging infrastructure, according to the
requirements of EU’s AFID, as from March 20, 2021, the EU will adopt unified logos for
electric vehicles and charging stations to help consumers identify the correct charging
options for their BEVs or PHEVs through unified labels.33 In order to help consumers
and charging station operators understand these new logos, the ACEA (Associationdes
Constructeurs Europeensd’ Automobiles) and other organizations jointly released an

32.European-wide study
on big data for supporting
road transpor t policy, Elena
Paffumi, Michele De Gennaro,

information manual in the form of a Q&A, introduces the purpose and design of the

Giorgio Martini, Case Studies

logos and on which vehicles they will appear to consumers.

on Transport Policy, Volume 6,

In order to reduce the “bias” of consumers on the purchase cost of electric vehicles,
the mentioned Carbon Dioxide Emission Performance Standards for Cars and Vans
revised this year shows how much TCO consumers can save when purchasing electric
vehicles. Still, this content currently only exists in the proposal, which is a traditional
policy method to deal with the barrier that consumers think the purchase cost of
electric vehicles is high. The official websites of the EU and its member states have
not yet released relevant content. Suppose the government websites will mention the

Issue 4, 2018, Pages 785-802.
Link: https://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/
S2213624X18301755#t0015
33.Electric vehicles: helping
consumers identify the
right recharging option with
standardised labels, European
Automobile Manufacturers’
Association, Link: https://www.

comparative information of the TCO of electric vehicles and ICE vehicles in the future.

acea.auto/press-release/electric-

In that case, this will be a measure to reduce or eliminate the “bias” of consumers on

vehicles-helping-consumers-

the purchase cost of electric vehicles with the theory of behavioral economics.
2.1.3.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car-rental and car-sharing companies, etc.)
Volkswagen’s official website offers information about the comparison between the TCO
of electric vehicles (such as ID.3) and that of ICE vehicles. Consumers can choose the
estimated use time and average annual driving distance to compare the TCO of electric
34

vehicles and ICE vehicles. It also offers information such as subsidies and tax benefits
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identify-the-right-rechargingoption-with-standardised-labels/
34.How do electric cars compare
o n c o s t? , Vo l k s w a g e n , L i n k :
https://www.volkswagen.co.uk/
en/electric-and-hybrid/shouldyou-go-electric/cost-savings/
cost-of-owning-an-electric-car.
html

for electric vehicles to reduce the “bias” of consumers on the purchase cost of electric
vehicles.
Volkswagen Group plans to achieve the goal of 70% vehicles sold in Europe are
new energy vehicles by 2030, which is twice the original target of 35%. Therefore,
Volkswagen plans to invest about 46 billion euros in electric vehicles and hybrids in the
next five years. Besides investment increase, Volkswagen Group also plans to launch
at least one BEV every year in the future to occupy the increasingly competitive market.
BMW will make new energy vehicles the focus in its product line from 2025 and make
the share of electric vehicles 50% of its total vehicle output by 2030. Recently, BMW
Group announced a new “three-step” transition plan, which plans to launch a total of 12
BEV models by 2023, and to provide at least one EV model for each product line in 90%
of market segments, to provide consumers with a variety of selection electric vehicle
models.
In 2018, France’s Renault Group opened the first Renault European concept store,
the Renault Electric Vehicle Experience Center, at Taby Centrum, one of the largest
shopping centers of Sweden, in the suburbs of Stockholm, which is one of the best
places to promote electric vehicles for a large number of visitors. The concept store
consists of many different zones, including the display of electric vehicles, the disclosure
of information about charging infrastructure, purchase subsidies, local legislation and so
on, and the provision of on-site test drive experience. Besides, this store also provides
advanced digital experience, including an exclusive electric vehicle configurator,
which enables consumers to find models that meet their daily requirements.35 Knowing
the charging infrastructure, vehicle purchase subsidies and other information in the
experience center, as well as the daily mileage demand through digital experience, will
enable consumers to have a more comprehensive understanding of electric vehicles
such as range, vehicle purchase cost and charging infrastructure in one stop, and then
promote consumers’ preference for buying electric vehicles.
Besides adopting behavioral economics to deal with the three barriers to consumers’
purchase of electric vehicles, the EU and its member countries have also adopted
other behavior change methods in the “contextual model” to encourage consumers to
buy electric vehicles (Table 4), such as the climate action in which the cost of shared
electric vehicles is used to help reduce the pollution of marine plastics, so as to attract
environmental protection enthusiasts to try the driving experience of electric vehicles.

Vehicles sold in
Europe are new
energy vehicles
by

Volkswagen
Group plans
to achieve the
goal of

Which is twice
the original
target of

35%

35.Renault to open first
dedicated electric-vehicle
concept store in Europe,
Redacción Auto Motores, Link:
https://www.automotores-rev.
c o m / r e n a u l t- t o - o p e n - f i r s tdedicated-electric-vehicleconcept-store-in-europe/
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Table 4: Framework of mindspace to bring about behavior change (EU)
Mindspace cues

Messengers

Behavior

Example

The purchase of a Tesla electric vehicle by
British Secretary of State for Transport and
People who send
the purchase and driving of an Audi e-tron
messages have a great
SUV by Prince Harry became news, which
influence on us.
helped raise the social awareness of electric
cars.
The “Carbon Dioxide Emission Performance
Standards for Cars and Vans” lists how much
cost consumers can save by purchasing
electric vehicles and specifies that the TCO
of electric vehicles is lower than that of
traditional ICE vehicles.

Incentives

Predictable psychological
shortcuts (such as a strong
tendency to avoid losses)
shape our response to
incentives.

Standards

The market share of electric vehicles in
Norway increased from 1% in 2011 to 54%
What other people in
in 2020. The increase in the market share
the community do has a
of electric vehicles is likely to cause electric
significant impact on us.
vehicles to become the mainstream choice of
the Norwegian society in the future.

Prominence

WeShare cooperated with Green Berlin to
design Green Berlin ID.3, a distinctive allOur attention is attracted
black electric vehicle with graffiti painting
by what is new and what
design, to attract consumers’ attention,
seems to be relevant to
improve their driving experience and
us.
encourage them to share the experience on
various social platforms.

Inauguration

Volkswagen’s official website provides
consumers with the TCO of electric vehicles
Subconscious cues often
and compares it with ICE vehicles to fully
influence our actions.
understand the purchase cost of electric
vehicles.

Commitment

When consumers drive Green Berlin ID.3, the
We pursue the consistency
driving expenses will be used to donate to the
of words (public
climate action “For plastic-free oceans”, which
commitments) and deeds
will help environmental protection enthusiasts
(actual actions).
choose electric vehicles.

Ego

The increase of Volkswagen and BMW
W e a c t i n a w a y t h a t electric vehicle models expands consumers’
makes us feel better about purchase options, which helps consumers to
ourselves.
choose and match electric vehicles that help
show their individuality.

2.2 California’s Experience in Changing Consumer Behaviors and
Promoting the Development of Electric Vehicles
In 2019, 29% of the total carbon emissions in the US came from the transportation
sector, of which 58% came from light passenger vehicles. 36 Therefore, the

36.US Environmental Protection

decarbonization of light passenger vehicles will be an extremely important part in

A g e n c y , 2 0 0 7 . E PA g l o b a l

the process of emission reduction in the transportation sector. According to a report
released by California Air Resources Board (CARB) in 2017, the transportation industry
(including automobile engines, small off-road vehicles, transcontinental aviation,
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greenhouse gas data. retrieved
Oct 6, 2021, Link: http://
www.epa.gov/climatechange/
emissions/globalghg.html

railways and ships) accounted for 40.1% of California’s total carbon emissions, and
passenger transportation accounted for 28%.37
California’s policies on electric vehicle uptake and emission reduction have been at
the forefront of the industry. California achieved its emission reduction target for 2020
in 2016 and issued an administrative directive at the end of 2020, which required that
all new cars and passenger vans sold in California after 2035 should be zero-emission
vehicles.38 California aims to have five million zero emission vehicles (ZEV) on the roads
by 2030 and 250,000 chargers by 2025. The carbon emissions of the power generation
sector in California only account for 15% of the total emissions. In the process of
rapid decarbonization of the power grid, the popularity of electric vehicles will be more
effective in reducing the carbon emissions of the road transportation sector.
2.2.1 Overview of the development of electric vehicles in California
California is the first state in the US to implement the environmental protection act.
The local requirements for energy conservation and emission reduction have already
surpassed those of the US federal government. In 1967, CARB started to manage the
air quality. The transportation sector has always been the sector with the highest carbon
emissions in California. The measures for greenhouse gas emission reduction mainly
include increasing the use of low-carbon fuels and low-emission vehicles, promoting
sustainable communities, and improving transportation options to curb the growth of
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT).
As early as 2010, economists summarized carbon pricing as the most effective policy
for regional emission reduction. In the transportation sector, California’s policy on
climate change has been in the leading position in North America and even the world.
In 2006, the Global Warming Solutions Act (AB-32) required California to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions to the 1990 level by 2020 (this goal was already achieved in
2016). In order to implement the AB-32 Act, the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
updates the scope plan every five years and uses the “Cap and Trade” system to limit
the greenhouse gas emissions of key sectors in California, including the transportation
sector with large carbon emissions.

Figure 4: Sales of electric vehicles in the major US States in 2018
180,000

3 7 . C a l i f o r n i a A i r Re s o u rc e s
Board, California’s 2017 Climate
Change Scoping Plan, retrieved
Oct, 2021, Link : https://ww2.
arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/
classic/cc/scopingplan/scoping_
plan_2017.pdf
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In order to promote the emission reduction of the transportation sector, California
put forward the Senate Bill 375 (SB-375), Sustainable Communities and Climate
Protection Act, on the basis of AB-32. The SB-375 requires all regions in the whole
state to formulate sustainable community strategies and provide more housing and
transportation options, so that people can easily walk, cycle and use low-emission
vehicles. Under SB-375 Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, California
has successively launched more than a dozen emission reduction projects, including
the “Zero-Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Program”, the “Advanced Clean Car Program” and
the "Clean Vehicle Rebate Program" (CVRP) to promote the implementation of the Act.
Besides, the state also encourages the promotion and popularization of electric vehicles
through policies like free use of toll roads, cheaper vehicle insurance and free parking in
business districts.39
Encouraged by these preferential policies, the BEVs purchased by residents in
California after 2009 can get a cash back of up to USD 7,000. In the “Zero-Emission
Vehicle Program”, in order to encourage automakers to develop zero-emission vehicles,
the program distributes carbon credits to automakers that manufacture and sell ecofriendly vehicles, and allows the credits to be sold; The program requires that a certain
percentage of vehicles sold by automakers in California should be zero-emission
vehicles, and if the requirements are not met, they need to buy carbon credits to make
up for the deficiency.
2.2.2 How can we deal with the three barriers to development in the traditional way
2.2.2.1 Government of California
To realize economy wide carbon neutrality, the updated version of SB-32 promulgated
in 2017 required the greenhouse gas emissions to be lower than 40% of the 1990 level
by 2030, carbon emissions to be 80% lower than the 1990 level by 2050, and carbonfree electricity to be 100% realized by 2045.
In January 2021, the Government of California issued a governor’s executive order to
stop the sales of ICE vehicles by 2035 to enable the transportation industry with the
largest emissions to help California achieve its carbon neutrality commitment by 2045.
This executive order gives enough time for automakers in the state to increase the R&D
and sales of zero-emission vehicles, and for enterprises and governments at all levels
to increase chargers coverage. Two policies under this executive order will mainly help
California achieve the goal of banning ICE vehicles in 2035:
● The purpose of the “Advanced Clean Car II” program is to further standardize and
improve the energy efficiency, safety and practicability of small eco-friendly vehicles
produced after 2025 and reduce the emission of smog pollutants and greenhouse gases
based on the existing policies. This program is expected to be released in 2022.

39.California Government
webpage, retrieved Oct.
2021.L ink : https://www.gov.
ca.gov/2020/09/23/governornewsom-announces-californiaw i l l - p h a s e - o u t- g a s o l i n e -

● The “Clean Mile Standard”-SB104 is used to normalize transportation network
companies and promote industry enterprises to find new methods for energy saving
and emission reduction. Transportation network companies will need to set and update
achievable emission reduction targets every two years as of 2023, with 2018 as the
base year of emission reduction. This includes radical requirements for ride-hailing
companies, to gradually replace the vehicles for ride-hailing services owned by such
companies with zero-emission vehicles from 2023 to 2030.
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powered-cars-drasticallyr e d u c e - d e m a n d - f o r- f o s s i l f u e l - i n - c a l i f o r n i a s - f i g h tagainst-climate-change
40.California Air Resources Board,
Clean Miles Standard, retrieved
Oct. 2021. Link: ww2.arb.ca.gov/
our-work/programs/clean0milesstandard/about

● Layout and speed of electric vehicle chargers
The latest report of the California Energy Commission (CEC) indicates that California
needs to have 1.2 million public chargers by 2030 to meet the charging demand of 7.5
million electric vehicles that California expects to have. By the first quarter of 2021,
more than 74,000 public chargers were in California. The Assembly Bill-2127, Electric
Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Assessment (AB-2127) for the governor’s executive
order is under discussion. In addition to the 1.2 million chargers for small cars, the state
will need to install 150,000 public chargers before 2030 to meet the charging demand of
180,000 medium- and heavy-duty electric trucks and buses.
Advanced
Clean Car II

In this report, the importance of the locations of chargers was put forward, requiring
public chargers to be located in low-income areas and remote areas. The California

Government of California deal with the three
barriers to development in the traditional way

government will invest USD1.75 million to increase chargers in remote areas. It also
discusses the importance of the R&D of charging software. It is expected that the
Clean Mile
StandardSB104

popularity of VGI (Vehicle-Grid Integration) technology will enable vehicles to be
automatically charged at night as much as possible, reduce the pressure on the power
grid and increase the proportion of new energy power used by electric vehicles.41
In addition to public chargers, California has also introduced various subsidies for

Layout and
speed of
electric vehicle
chargers

installing private chargers, and the application is very demanding every time. Anaheim
(belonging to the Los Angeles metropolitan area) will subsidize USD 500 for each
private charger.
● Affordability
When residents in California buy or rent electric vehicles for a long time, they can get
a subsidy of up to USD 7,000 under the CVRP of California, whether BEVs or PHEVs.

Affordability

In addition, residents of California can also get a tax refund of USD 2,500 - USD 7,500
from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). In addition, a customer of Pacific Gas and
Electric may be eligible for a USD 800 clean fuel rebate for purchasing an electric
vehicle, and a customer of Southern California Edison may be eligible for a USD 1,000
rebate. There are local subsidies for electric vehicles in different areas of California,
ranging from USD 250 to USD 3,000.42
2.2.2.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car-rental and car-sharing companies, etc.)
● Layout and speed of electric vehicle chargers
In order to increase consumers’ confidence and solve the problem of charging

41.California Energy Commission,
June 2021, retrieved Oct. 2021.
L i n k : w w w . e n e r g y. c a . g o v /

convenience, Tesla has purposely set up two projects: home solar charging and
supercharger station construction. Tesla is aware that in order to occupy the global

news/2021-06/repor t-shows-

market share, it is necessary to increase the development of the demand for charging

california-needs-12-million-

stations, and the infrastructure should reach a scale similar to that of gasoline-powered

electric-vehicle-chargers-2030

vehicles. In the past decade, Tesla has built more than 25,000 supercharger stations

42.California Electric Car Rebates
and Incentives Guide. Retrieved

worldwide, which can charge the car batteries to 80% in 15 minutes, allowing for a
range of more than 400 kilometers.43

Oct 2021. Link: www.onvoltage.
com/guides/californiae l e c t r i c - c a r- r e b a t e s - a n d incentives#Section-2
4 3 . Te s l a w e b s i t e . r e t r i e v e d
October 2021. www.tesla.com

Suppose supercharger station construction is designed to solve the problem of
consumers’ difficulty in charging when traveling, then Tesla’s solar panels can give
consumers an inexpensive and eco-friendly option for home power consumption and
electric vehicle charging. Before the federal solar tax credit, Tesla solar panels cost USD
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2.01 per watt, lower than the national average. After the federal solar tax credit, the cost
drops to about USD1.48 per watt.44 Suburban families in California will give priority to
installing solar panels and buying electric vehicles. Users who are farther away from
the city center are more likely to buy solar panels and electric vehicles simultaneously
to minimize the cost of commuting to and from work.45 In addition to charging subsidies
from EV manufacturers, major power supply companies in California also offer subsidies
for charger installation ranging from USD 250 to USD1,500.
44.Solar Reviews, 2021. Complete

● Range
Since the 1990s, some companies have sought the technology of manufacturing electric

review of Tesla’s Solar Panels:
Are they wor th it? Retrieved

vehicles to reduce vehicles’ carbon emissions. However, most companies have failed

Oct. 2021. Link : https://www.

due to the EV industry having a extremely high entry threshold.46 The most important

solarreviews.com/blog/are-tesla-

core technology of electric vehicles is the battery. Tesla has long been cooperating

solar-panels-worth-it

with the world’s largest battery companies to jointly develop the world’s most advanced

45.Magali A & Delmas et al, 2014,

battery manufacturing and utilization technologies. After years of development, Tesla

Accidental Environmentalists?

has been highly successful in the flexible design and use of battery packs. It has
mastered the chemical structure of li-ion batteries, allowing it to have low-cost, energyefficient, safe, reliable and durable vehicles batteries. By optimizing the battery usage,
it has also manufactured an electric sports car with an acceleration of 0-100 km in 3
seconds, which is also the first electric prototype in the market.

47

Californian Demand for Teslas
a n d S o l a r Pa n e l s . N a t i o n a l
Bureau of Economic Research.
https://www.nber.org/system/
files/working_papers/w20754/
w20754.pdf
46.Edward. P. Stringham, 2015.

Tesla has a long term partnership with Panasonic. They jointly built the world’s largest
battery factory in 2014, trying to increase the power storage time and simplify the
manufacturing process. In October 2021, Panasonic released the latest 4680 battery
cells to be used in Tesla’s American factory, reducing the battery cost by half and

Overcoming Barriers to Entr y
in an Established Industr y:
T E S L A M OTO R S . C a l i f o r n i a
Management Review VOL. 57,
NO.4.

48

increasing the storage space by five times compared with existing batteries. In recent
years, in cooperation with China’s CATL, Tesla has produced Tesla electric vehicles with
the lowest cost in Tesla Giga Shanghai.The rapid development of the overall electric
vehicle market is also inseparable from the rapid decline of battery cost and the rapid
increase of battery capacity caused by Tesla’s leading battery technology.49

47.Eberhard, M., & Tarpenning,
M, 2006. The 21st centur y
electric car. Report, Tesla Motors.
Link : https://www.idc-online.
com/technical_references/pdfs/
electrical_engineering/Tesla_
Motors.pdf

● Affordability
Tesla, the world’s largest electric vehicle manufacturer, was born with the support of
California’s new energy economy. It is also one of the fastest-growing automakers in
history. Tesla, founded in 2003, mainly design, produce and sell electric vehicles and
parts. In 2021, one out of every 10 vehicles in California are new energy vehicles,
among which Tesla models rank first and second in sales. Since Tesla only sells ZEVs
and can earn carbon credits with every sale, in the second quarter of 2020 alone, Tesla
earned a profit of USD 428 million by selling carbon credits alone. Tesla was able to
create Model 3, the most popular middle-class model in the market based on the profit

48.Caleb Miller, Oct. 29, 2021.
Panasonic Will Power Future
Teslas with Way Larger, HigherCapacity Cylindrical Batter y
Cells. Car & Driver. Link: https://
www.caranddriver.com/news/
a38093862/panasonic-4680battery-future-tesla/
49.Palandrani P, December 9,
2020. Four Companies Leading

from carbon credits, the profit of expensive electric sports cars in the early years and

the Rise of Lithium & Battery

low battery cost. The price of Model 3 is USD 40,000-50,000, equivalent to that of BMW

Technology. GlobalX

3 Series cars.

ETFs Research. Link : https://
w w w. g l o b a l x e t f s . c o m / f o u rcompanies-leading-the-rise-of-

Chevrolet Bolt is the most popular vehicle in the US except Tesla. With a price of only
about USD 30,000, it achieved a sales volume of more than 5,000 units in the first
quarter of 2021.50

lithium-battery-technology/
50.Edelstein S., May 7, 2021,
Link: www.greencarreports.com/
news/1132176_plug-in-modelsnearing-1-of-10-new-vehiclesales-in-california
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2.2.3 How can we deal with the three barriers of development in the way of behavioral
economics
2.2.3.1 Government
The CARB provides a science popularization platform for consumers interested in
buying electric vehicles on its official website, which lists the top five benefits for
purchasing electric vehicles, California’s subsidy policies, different models of electric
vehicles, different charger models and layout drawings, and evaluations given by
owners of different electric vehicles. The website also introduces that the maintenance
cost of electric vehicles is less than that of gasoline vehicles and the charging time
period with the cheapest electricity price for electric vehicles. The website presents all
the information about electric vehicles in a one-stop way with readable text and practical
links, which saves a lot of time to find resources and information, provides potential
consumers with convenience and reduces barriers to purchasing electric vehicles.51
2.2.3.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car-rental and car-sharing companies, etc.)
Tesla has grown from a startup in Silicon Valley, California to one of the largest
automakers in the world in just 10 years. In 2020, Tesla topped the list of global
automakers in terms of profit, sales growth and shareholder return. Tesla’s corporate
mission is to accelerate the advent of sustainable transport, and it plays a vital role in
helping global consumers improve their acceptance of electric vehicles.52
After introducing the Model S series, Tesla positioned its models as high-end cars, and
set Silicon Valley elites, Hollywood stars and corporate executives with high spending
power as its target users. Later on, Tesla expanded the market with lower-priced Model
3 and Model Y series, which attracted middle-income customers. At the same time,
repeated price reductions helped Tesla rapidly increase the sales volume and attract
mass consumer groups.
51.California air resources board.
retrieved Nov 2021. Link: https://
driveclean.ca.gov/
52.Elon Musk , Nov. 28, 2013.
"The Mission of Tesla." Retrieved
Oct. 19, 2021. Link: https://www.
tesla.com/blog/mission-tesla
53.Miles M., July 2012. The
globalization of Tesla Motors: A

Elon Musk, the founder of Tesla, has also built a powerful “online celebrity following”
during the operation of Tesla, with his Twitter account's 65 million followers as his
best marketing channel.53 With the increasing popularity of Tesla and the increase in
its charging network, Tesla has become the default option of many Californians when
choosing electric vehicles. In order to meet the demands of consumers, Tesla has built
many more gigafactories to ensure that the vehicles can be delivered on schedule. In
order to provide car owners with a comfortable charging experience, Tesla is building

strategic marketing plan analysis.

the world’s largest electric vehicle charging station in California. The latest supercharger

Journal of Strategic Marketing

station will have 100 supercharger spaces after completion, so that car owners can

20(4):1-24.

enjoy excellent service complete with a shopping environment while charging.54

54.Henry, 2020. Tesla is building
the world's largest charging

In October 2021, Hertz, the world’s largest traditional car rental company, placed an

station. retrieved Nov 2021.

order for 100,000 Tesla Model 3 cars at one time, which is the largest purchase order

Link : https://olhardigital.com.
br/ e n/ 2 0 2 1 / 0 4 / 0 7 /c arros -e -

paid by a single buyer in Tesla’s history. This is also the first car rental company to

tecnologia/tesla-maior-estacao-

promote corporate transformation by purchasing electric vehicles after the pandemic has

carregamento-mundo/

caused a significant blow to the car rental industry. It is also an effective marketing effort

55.Isidore C, Oct 2021. Hertz
i s b u y i n g 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 Te s l a s .
CNN Business. Retrieved Nov

for Tesla. With millions of car rental platform users worldwide having the opportunity to
experience Tesla's driving experience, it could directly affect their decision to buy electric
cars in the future.55

2021. Link: https://edition.cnn.
com/2021/10/25/business/
hertz-tesla-purchase/index.html

During the uptake of electric vehicles in California, behavioral economics was used
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in different aspects to encourage people's willingness to choose electric vehicles. In particular, Tesla’s unique and
innovative sales model can be described as a model for new generation electric vehicle manufacturers. The following
table briefly summarizes the cases in California, US.

Table 5: Framework of mindspace to bring about behavior change (EU)
Mindspace cues

Messengers

Behavior

Example

Musk has 65 million followers on Twitter, and every move of his will
People who send messages have a affect Tesla. Public support for Model S and X by first-line Hollywood
great influence on us.
stars and IT celebrities of the Silicon Valley in the early stage of Tesla
has a great influence on the purchase of Tesla by mass consumers.

Incentives

Predictable psychological shortcuts
(such as a strong tendency to avoid
losses) shape our response to
incentives.

Standards

Electric vehicle owners have a great influence on consumers who
want to buy electric cars around them. In particular, Tesla Model S
was expensive and was regarded as a symbol of status in the early
What other people in the community
days.
do has a significant impact on us.
There are more and more Tesla owners in many communities in
California, and more and more middle-class people have begun to
make Tesla their default option for buying new cars.

Default option

There are more and more Tesla owners in many communities in
We will accept the preset option
California, and more and more middle-class people have begun to
naturally
make Tesla their default option for buying new cars.

Prominence

Our attention is attracted by what is Tesla models are attractive to consumers for their strong sense of
new and what seems to be relevant design and innovative elements (such as suction door handles).
to us.

Inauguration

If everyone around you drives electric vehicles in California, and
all the vehicles parked on the road are electric vehicles, people will
Subconscious cues often influence
subconsciously want to buy electric vehicles. When someone rents a
our actions.
Tesla and enjoys its driving experience, his decision will be influenced
when buying a vehicle.

(Emotional)
impact

Musk’s personal influence and the idol effect of early owners drive
Our emotional association can
potential consumers to increase their affection for Tesla products and
effectively shape our actions.
increase their tendency to buy Tesla products subconsciously.

Commitment

Consumers who are concerned about climate and environment
We pursue the consistency of words
choose to buy Tesla electric vehicles and agree that Tesla’s mission
(public promises) and deeds (actual
is to “accelerate the advent of sustainable transport”, which can be
actions)
practical proof for their concern about the environment.

Ego

We act in a way that makes us feel Early Tesla consumers linked their cars to their identities, making
better about ourselves.
them feel better about themselves.
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https://driveclean.ca.gov/, a website of CARB, California, allows uses
to calculate quick the subsidies and money saved in buying and using
electric vehicles and provides all the information consumers need to
buy electric vehicles in a one-stop manner.
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Chapter III: China’s Experience and Effect of
Changing Consumer Behaviors and Promoting the
Development of Electric Vehicles

3.1 Overview of the Development of Electric Vehicles in China
China has become the world’s largest sales market of new energy vehicles since 2015,
and it is expected to maintain leadership in the next few years. According to the statistics
from the CAAM (China Association of Automobile Manufacturers), in 2019, the sales
volume of new energy vehicles (including passenger and commercial vehicles) in China
totaled about 1.21 million, declining by 4.0% year-on-year,

56

mainly due to the further

slowdown of the macroeconomic growth and the reduction of subsidies for new energy
vehicles. Due to the influence of the COVID-19 epidemic, the sales volume of new
energy vehicles in the first half of 2020 fell further by 37.4% year-on-year.57 However,
with the recovery of domestic business activities earlier than most other parts of the
world and the introduction of government consumption stimulus policies, the monthly
sales volume of new energy vehicles showed strong double-digit growth or above in the
short term (Figure 5). The annual growth rate of new energy vehicle sales in 2020 was
10.9%.58

Figure 5: Monthly sales of new energy vehicles in China from 2018 to 2020
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57.CAAM News Release
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58.CAAM News Release
Conference of Januar y 2021
Held in Beijing, Link : http://
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According to the China Automotive Industry Development Annual Report 2021 released
by the MIIT Equipment Industry Development Center in August 2021, in 2020, the
sales of new energy vehicles in China was 1.367 million, and the market penetration

www.caam.org.cn/chn/1/cate_3/

rate (the proportion of new energy vehicles sold) increased to 5.4% (Figure 6). The

con_5232917.html

sales volume of new energy vehicles exceeded 1 million for three consecutive years,
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ranking first in the world for six consecutive years.

59

The sales volume of new energy

passenger vehicles was 1.246 million, a year-on-year increase of 14.6%, accounting for
91.1% of the sales volume of all new energy vehicles. By the end of 2020, the number
of new energy vehicles in China reached 4.92 million, accounting for 1.75% of the total
number of vehicles, mostly achieving the important development goal put forward in
the Planning for the Development of the Energy-Saving and New Energy Automobile
Industry (2012-2020) that the cumulative production and sales of new-energy vehicles
should exceed 5 million by the end of 2020.

Figure 6: Sales volume and market penetration of new energy vehicles in China
from 2012 to 2020
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Before 2009, China had been exploring a way to realize the leap-frog development
of the automotive industry, and finally decided to develop new energy vehicles. From
2009 to 2012, with the establishment of the development strategy of electric vehicles,
the Chinese government, through R&D investment and direct subsidies, introduced
pilot projects of new energy vehicles in many cities across the country on a large
scale and gave priority to the promotion and deployment of new energy vehicles in the
public domain. During 2013-2017, driven by multiple factors such as air quality, energy
security, and the goal of revitalizing the automotive industry, China’s electric vehicle
industry and market developed rapidly. The exposure of subsidy fraud cases of new
energy vehicles in 2016 made Chinese policymakers rethink and reform the subsidy
policy of new energy vehicles, targeted subsidies to truly advanced technologies, and
rewarded vehicles with longer range and lower energy consumption. Furthermore,
the policy direction of gradually reducing subsidies, with a plan of complete phase
out after 2020, was further defined. Although the government is gradually reducing
financial subsidies for electric vehicles, Chinese policymakers launched an innovative
policy in 2017, the “Dual Credits Policy” (Measures for Parallel Management of Average
Fuel Consumption of Passenger Vehicle Manufacturers and Credits for New Energy
Vehicles), to support the development of energy-saving and new energy vehicle
industries by continuing financial subsidy policies. The “Dual Credits” refers to the
average fuel consumption credits and new energy vehicle credits. That is, automakers
need to meet the average fuel consumption standard of traditional ICE vehicles and
produce new energy vehicles according to a certain proportion. Automakers whose fuel
consumption or new energy vehicle credits fail to meet the standards may buy credits
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59.MIIT-EDIC, China Automotive
Industry Development Annual
Repor t 2021, Link : http://
www.miit-eidc.org.cn/module/
download/downfile.jsp?classid=
0&filename=ab5936358eb244bf
96b63fe818f1680e.pdf

from automakers with cleaner vehicle technologies.
According to China’s Development Plan for the New Energy Vehicle Industry (2021-2035)
(hereinafter referred to as the Plan),60China plans to increase the share of new energy
vehicles to 20% of the total vehicle sales by 2025, and by 2035, BEVs will become the
mainstream of new vehicles, which means that the sales of new energy vehicles will
reach about 6 million by 2025. Although this proportion has greatly exceeded 4%-5%
since 2018, the Chinese government is ready to introduce corresponding consumption
incentives (such as cash subsidies, tax exemption, ICE vehicle restrictions, etc.) and
policies on the construction of supporting facilities (such as accelerating the layout of
charging infrastructure, etc.) to encourage the growth of the industry. On October 26,
2021, the State Council issued the Action Plan for Carbon Dioxide Peaking Before 2030,
putting forward an ambitious development goal of new energy vehicles, that is, by 2030,
the proportion of new energy and clean energy vehicles will reach about 40%.61
With the promotion of national policies, all provinces, municipalities and regions of
China have also launched policies and plans to promote the development of local new
energy vehicle industry. Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, etc. have also put forward their
development goals of the new energy vehicle industry during the “14th Five-Year Plan”
(2021-2025), (Table 6).

Table 6: Development goals of new energy vehicles in major provinces,
municipalities and regions in China during the “14th Five-Year Plan” period
Province

Year

Main goal

2025

The cumulative car stock of new energy vehicles in the city
will reach 2 million, and the proportion of electric vehicles
will rise from 6% to 30%. 1.6 million vehicles will be required
in addition to the existing 450,000 vehicles.

Shanghai

2025

The annual output of local new energy vehicles will exceed
1.2 million, and the output value of new energy vehicles will
exceed RMB 350 billion, accounting for more than 35% of
the city’s output value of all vehicles. The share of BEVs in
newly purchased vehicles will exceed 50% by 2025.

Hainan

2021

To complete the promotion task of 25,000 new energy
vehicles. (To ban the sale of ICE vehicles by 2030)

Guangzhou

2025

The annual production capacity of new energy vehicles will
account for more than 30% of the city’s production capacity,
ranking among the top three in China.

2025

The stock of new energy private vehicles in the city will
reach 780,000. The proportion of new energy vehicles will
account for 60% of the total vehicle consumption on average
between 2021 and 2025.

Beijing

60.Notice of the General
Office of the State Council on
Issuing the Development Plan
f o r t h e N e w E n e rg y Ve h i c l e
Industry (2021-2035), General
O f f i c e of th e Sta te C o u n c i l ,
L i n k : h t t p : / / w w w. g o v. c n /
zhengce/content/2020-11/02/
content_5556716.htm

Shenzhen

Sources: The Fourteen Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development and the Outline of Long-term
Objectives for 2035, Beijing City, Shanghai’s Implementation Plan of Shanghai for Accelerating the Development
of the New Energy Vehicle Industry (2021-2025), Teleconference of Hainan Province on Industry and Information

61.Action Plan for Carbon

Technology, Opinions of Guangzhou City on Accelerating the Development of the Automotive Industry, and the

Dioxide Peaking Before 2030,

Work Plan of Shenzhen for the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles (2021-2025).

St a te C o u n c i l , 2 0 2 1 . 1 0 . 2 6 .
L i n k : h t t p : / / w w w. g o v. c n /
zhengce/content/2021-10/26/
content_5644984.htm
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3.2 China’s Measures to Promote the Development of Electric
Vehicles from 2021 to 2030
3.2.1 How can we deal with the three barriers to development in the traditional way
3.2.1.1 Government
● Vehicle purchase subsidies stimulate consumers to buy electric cars
At present, with the maturity of China’s new energy vehicle technology and the
popularization of new energy vehicles, China has begun to phase out subsidies for
new energy vehicles increase the threshold for subsidies according to the range
of electric vehicles, which shows that the central government also hopes to reduce
the “range anxiety” of consumers by increasing the range of electric vehicles and
encourage people to buy new energy vehicles. However, for the BEVs industry with less
environmental pollution, China still gives preferential policies in terms of purchase tax
and other taxes (Table 7). In this January, four ministries and commissions including
the Ministry of Finance issued the Notice on Further Improving the Financial Subsidy
Policies for the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles (hereinafter referred
to as the Notice)62, which clearly specifies that the subsidy standard for new energy
vehicles in 2021 should be reduced by 20% based on 2020. According to the latest
subsidy scheme, when an individual buys a BEV with a range of 300-400 kilometers,
the subsidy amount is RMB13,000; and the subsidy will be RMB 18,000 if the range of
the electric vehicle is over 400 kilometers.
Besides, in April 2020, three ministries and commissions including the Ministry of
Finance jointly issued the Announcement on Relevant Policies for the Exemption
of Vehicle Acquisition Tax on New-energy Vehicles, announcing that the policies
for exempting new energy vehicles from vehicle purchase tax will continue to be
implemented in 2021 and 2022.

Table 7: Current incentive policies for new energy vehicle consumption
in China
Category

Ministry/Commission

Contents

Extension of
the validity
period of central
government
financial
subsidies to the
end of 2022

Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology,
Ministry of Science and
Technology, National
Development and
Reform Commission

The implementation period of the financial
subsidy policies for the promotion and
application of new energy vehicles will be
extended to the end of 2022. For private
passenger vehicles, the subsidy standards for
2020-2022 will be reduced by 10%, 20% and
30% respectively based on the previous year.

Ministry of Finance, State
Taxation Administration
Exemption from
of The People’s Republic
vehicle purchase
of China, Ministry of
tax
Industry and Information
Technology

New energy vehicles are exempt from vehicle
purchase tax (tax rate to be 10% of the pretax value-added tax price) until December 31,
2022. New energy vehicles include BEVs,
PHEVs and fuel cell vehicles.

Exemption
from the annual
vehicle and
vessel tax

Ministry of Finance, State New energy vehicles are exempt from vehicle
Taxation Administration and vessel tax.
of The People’s Republic
of China, Ministry of
Industry and Information
Technology

Source: Documents of central government departments
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62.Notice on Further Improving
the Financial Subsidy Policies for
the Promotion and Application of
New Energy Vehicles, Ministry of
Finance, Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, Ministry
of S c i e n c e a n d Te c h n o l o g y,
National Development and
Reform Commission, Link :
http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/
zhengceku/2020-12/31/
content_5575906.htm

In addition to the support policies at the central level, local governments have also
launched policies to encourage the development of the new energy vehicle industry.
However, in response to the signal of the central government to phase out financial
subsidies, local governments have gradually cancelled the subsidies for new energy
63.Notice on Adjusting the
relevant contents of the
A d m i n i s t r a t i ve M e a s u re s of

vehicles in recent years. For example, Beijing cancelled the municipal financial subsidies
for BEVs as early as June 2019.63 At present, only a few municipal governments will

Beijing City for the Promotion

extend the subsidy policies for new energy vehicles. For example, in February 2021, the

and Application of New Energy

New Energy Vehicle Development Leading Group of Guangzhou issued a notice on the

Ve h i c l e s , B e i j i n g M u n i c i p a l

extension of the comprehensive subsidy policy for new energy vehicles in Guangzhou,

S c i e n c e a n d Te c h n o l o g y
Commission and other four

announcing the extension of the comprehensive subsidy policy of RMB 10,000 per

bureaus and commissions. Link:

vehicle for individual consumers in Guangzhou in 2020 to the end of December 2021.

http://open.beijing.gov.cn/html//

64

gjjcyzc/2020/2/1580893636170.
html
64.Notice of the Leading
Group Office of New Energy
Ve h i c l e D e v e l o p m e n t o f

In addition, the Guangdong Provincial Development and Reform Commission issued

the Announcement of Special Action for Automobile Trade-in in Guangdong Province
in 2021, which clearly states “a subsidy of RMB 10,000 for scrapping an old vehicle
and purchasing a new energy vehicle (RMB 5,000 for purchasing a new ICE vehicle); a
subsidy of RMB 8,000 for transferring an old vehicle and buying a new energy vehicle

Guangzhou on the Extension

(RMB 3,000 for purchasing a new ICE vehicle). ” The subsidy period is from July 1, 2021

of Comprehensive Subsidy

to December 31, 2021.

Policy for New Energy Vehicles
in Guangzhou, Guangzhou
Provincial Development and

The city of Jinan issued the Several Policies on Accelerating the Popularization and

Reform Commission, Link: http://

Application of New Energy Vehicles in this June, in which charging cost subsidies are

fgw.gz.gov.cn/tzgg/content/

is given to individual consumers when they buy new energy vehicles. During the period

post_7095762.html

from July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2022, a charging cost subsidy of RMB 3,000/vehicle will

65.Jinan issued the "20

be given to a buyer of a BEV and a charging cost subsidy of RMB 1,500 will be given to

m e a s u re s " to f u l l y p ro m o te

a buyer of a PHEV (including extended range vehicles).65

the development of the new
e n e rg y v e h i c l e i n d u s t r y,
J i n a n M u n i c i p a l Pe o p l e's

● Rapid development of the network layout of charging infrastructure

Government, Link: http://www.

Although there is no specific goal for charging infrastructure construction in the Plan, it

j i n a n . g o v. c n / a r t / 2 0 2 1 / 6 / 1 9 /

has set the general direction for accelerating the construction of charging and replacing

art_1861_4789159.html

infrastructure, that is, “relying on the smart energy of internet plus, actively promoting

66.Notice of the General Office of

the charging service model of residential areas with intelligent and orderly slow charging

the State Council on Printing and

as the main focus and emergency fast charging as the supplement, accelerating the

Distributing the Development
Plan for the New Energy Vehicle

formation of public charger networks on expressways and in urban and rural areas

Industry (2021-2035), General

with moderate advance, fast charging as the main focus and slow charging as the

O f f i c e of th e Sta te C o u n c i l ,

supplement, and giving financial support to the construction of chargers as public

L i n k : h t t p : / / w w w. g o v. c n /
zhengce/content/2020-11/02/
content_5556716.htm

facilities”.

66

According to the previously published Guide for the Development of Electric

Vehicle Charging Infrastructure (2015-2020) (hereinafter referred to as the Guide), by
2020, more than 4.8 million decentralized chargers and more than 12,000 centralized

67.Notice on Issuing the
Development Guide of Electric
Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

charging and swapping stations will be set up to meet the predicted charging demand
of 5 million electric vehicles nationwide.67 According to the data released by the China

(2015-2020), National Energy

Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Promotion Alliance (EVCIPA), by the end of

Administration, Link : http://

December 2020, the cumulative number of charging facilities in China was 1.681 million,

www.nea.gov.cn/2015-11/18/
c_134828653.htm
68.MIIT-EDIC, China Automotive
Industry Development Annual
Repor t 2021, Link : http://

including 807,000 public chargers, grown by 56.4% year on year; and 874,000 private
chargers (built with the vehicles), up 24.3% year on year.

68

It can be seen that only one

third of the target for the construction of charging facilities has been fulfilled, which also
reflects that the current ratio of vehicles to chargers is about 1:3.

www.miit-eidc.org.cn/module/
download/downfile.jsp?classid=

In response to the local government’s call, various provinces, municipalities, and regions

0&filename=ab5936358eb244bf

have introduced policies and subsidies related to electric vehicle charging facilities,

96b63fe818f1680e.pdf
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promoting the development of charging facilities from the local level to the central
level. At present, Beijing, Guangdong, Shanghai and other provinces, municipalities
and regions with a large number of chargers are more active in launching new charger
policies (Table 8).

Table 8: Construction plan of electric vehicle charging facilities in major
provinces, municipalities and regions in China
Province/
Municipality/
Region
Beijing
Shanghai

Construction planning of charging facilities
To build at least 50,000 electric vehicle chargers and about 100 swapping
stations by 2022;
To build 100,000 new electric vehicle chargers in 2020-2022;

Guangdong

To build about 3,600 charging stations and about 170,000 chargers by 2025;

Henan

To more than 2,000 centralized charging and swapping stations and 150,000
chargers by 2025.

Hainan

By 2030, the total number of chargers in the province will reach 940,000,
including 166,000 public chargers and 627 public charging and swapping
stations.

Source: Official documents of local governments.

3.2.1.2 Enterprises (manufacturing, traditional car rental, car sharing and other
enterprises)
● Automakers
In response to the high purchase cost of electric vehicles, influenced by the increase of
the new energy vehicle quota in Beijing, many dealers of electric vehicle manufacturers
have introduced preferential policies. In order to encourage consumers to buy electric
vehicles, Xpeng Motors has introduced preferential policies for vehicle purchase. A
customer with a new energy quota will enjoy a discount by doubling the deposit; the
replacement of new vehicles with both new energy vehicles and ICE vehicles is entitled
to the replacement subsidies.69
In order to solve the difficulty in charging electric vehicles, domestic electric vehicle
manufacturers have introduced various charging solutions. NIO Power introduced a
power-addition solution based on mobile Internet network, including such services
as NIO home chargers (remote control of charging reservation and real-time viewing
of charging status, etc. with NIO App), NIO battery swapping stations, NIO Power
Charging stations, and NIO charging vehicles. As of July 2021, NIO had built 301
battery swapping stations, 204 supercharger stations and 382 destination charging
stations nationwide70. The supercharger stations allow batteries to charge from 20%
to 80% in only half an hour. In order to speed up the construction of the NIO Power

69.Vehicle purchase discounts,

charging and swapping network, NIO plans to increase the target number of battery

official website of Xpeng, Link: https://

swapping stations from 500 to more than 700 in 2021; and build 600 more swapping

www.xiaopeng.com/appointment.

stations in the Chinese market every year during 2022 and 2025. With NIO App, an

html?fromto=GWDHSJ&forcePlat=h5

owner of an NIO car can choose the best power-addition solution, for instance, asking

70.NIO releases layout plan of NIO

NIO employees to pick up the car from his home, or assigning the resources (swapping

Power 2025 swapping stations,

stations, charging vehicles and chargers) on the cloud.
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official site of NIO. Link: https://www.
nio.cn/news/20210709

In addition, many electric vehicle manufacturers, especially emerging companies, have
also introduced preferential policies such as free charging to attract consumers.
● Car-sharing\ride-hailing companies
The TCO advantage of electric vehicles has greatly promoted the penetration of electric
vehicles in the ride-hailing market. Taking Didi as an example, the number of BEVs
registered on the Didi platform reached 969,000 by the end of 2019 and nearly 1.2
million by the end of 2020, accounting for 30% of the total number of BEVs in China. In
2019, the cumulative mileage of BEVs on the platform reached 7.09 billion kilometers,
accounting for 20.6% of the total annual mileage of BEVs in China.71 In order to support
electric vehicle uptake, some local governments have issued strict directives that
vehicles registered for ride-hailing service must be electric vehicles. The Shenzhen
government has stipulated that only BEVs are allowed to be registered for ride-hailing
service as from December 2019.72
Ride-hailing drivers pay more attention to the cost of energy use. According to Figure
7, if ride-hailing drivers rent electric cars, they can reduce the cost of fuel and increase
their income because electricity is cheaper than oil. It is more economical to provide
rental electric vehicles for the transport capacity enterprises that provide vehicles to ridehailing platforms. Compared with ICE vehicles, electric vehicles do not need license
fees, especially in Tier-1 cities, where high license fees are required (for example, the
license premium of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen can be as high as
RMB 1,700/month);73 In addition, because electric vehicles have fewer parts that need
71.2020 Green Travel White

maintenance, mainly including battery packs and motors, and the daily maintenance

Paper on Didi Platform, DiDi

mainly includes circuit check for aging or breakage and the information of the battery

Research, Didi Charity, 2020.
Report Digital Travel for Carbon

packs, which are usually included in the long-term warranty by the manufacturers, the

Neutralization, Center for

vehicle maintenance cost is relatively low. The exemption from license fees and the

Environmental Education and

lower maintenance cost of electric vehicles reduces the operating cost of transport

Communications of the Ministry

capacity enterprises. Therefore, for the sake of comprehensive cost, there is an

of Ecology and Environment,
2021.Link : http://www.
chinaeol.net/ceecst/202107/

increasingly obvious trend that ride-hailing drivers and transport capacity enterprises
prefer electric vehicles for ride-hailing throughout the industry.

t20210702_844043.shtml

Figure 7: Comparison between new energy vehicles and
ICE vehicles - economy

72.Interim Measures of
Shenzhen Municipality on the
Administration of Ride-hailing
Ser vices, Shenzhen Municipal
http://www.sz.gov.cn/cn/xxgk/

Driver’s
Income

zfxxgj/zcfg/szsfg/content/
post_6580324.html
73.Car-Hailing at Crossroads,
Deloitte, Page16, Link: https://

ICE Vehicle

4,313

Pe o p l e's G o v e r n m e n t . L i n k :

dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/

Vehicle
Rental

strategy/deloitte-cn-consultingonline-car-hailing-zh-190112.pdf
74.Car-Hailing at Crossroads,
www2.deloitte.com/content/
dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/
strategy/deloitte-cn-consultingonline-car-hailing-zh-190112.pdf
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Reasonable layout of charging facilities and stable and high-quality service are
necessary conditions for developing new energy vehicles. “Xiaoju Charging” platform
built by Didi by aggregating high-quality chargers has covered nearly 40 cities in China,
linking more than 20,000 fast-chargers, equivalent to 9.3% of all public fast-chargers
nationwide. In 2019, it provided 25 million charging services for new energy vehicles,
covering nearly one-fifth of owners of BEVs in China.
3.2.2 How can we deal with the three development barriers in the way of behavioral
economics
3.2.2.1 Government
At present, China’s central and local governments have not yet adopted behavioral
economics to reduce the “biases” of consumers behind the three major barriers to
the development of electric vehicles. For example, the government can force vehicle
dealers to indicate the TCO of electric vehicles on the price labels, that is, in addition
to the initial purchase cost, the cost should also include the use cost and maintenance
cost; In addition, the government can also issue a charging education manual for
consumers, so that consumers can realize that charging at home can save time, and
charging overnight can meet the requirement for daily commuting.
3.2.2.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car-rental and car-sharing companies, etc.)
● Automakers
NIO officially released the battery rental service BaaS (Battery as a Service) in last
August to lower the threshold for users to buy electric vehicles. If a user chooses BaaS
model to purchase any NIO model and chooses the 75kWh standard range battery
pack, the purchase price of the vehicle will drop by RMB 70,000, and he only needs
to pay RMB 980 as battery rental fee per month; If he chooses a 100kWh long-range
battery pack, he only needs to pay a battery rental fee of RMB 1,480 per month. If the
user doesn’t buy a worry-free service package, he needs to pay an additional battery
guarantee fee of RMB 80 per month for the two solutions above.

75

Consumers’ “bias”

about the range of electric vehicles is that electric vehicles can’t provide enough range
like ICE vehicles. But in fact, the range of electric vehicles has met the daily demands
of consumers. Sometimes, consumers are unaware of their required range for electric
vehicles, because the requirements for battery life are different in different mobility
scenarios. However, in the BaaS model, users can rent battery packs of different
capacities according to their demands of mobility. For example, in daily commuting,
where they need to drive 40-50 kilometers a day, they can choose a 75kWh battery
rental package. When going out for a long trip, they can temporarily change the battery
pack to 100kWh, or to a 150kWh battery pack for subsequent battery upgrades, so as
to meet the higher requirements for battery life. The overall rental package remains
unchanged, and users only need to make up for the price difference during use.
In addition, NIO’s “Charging Map App”, which is integrated with third-party charging
stations, has already been connected to more than 200 operators and 80% of DC
fast chargers nationwide, covering nearly 300 cities. If you are not an NIO owner, you
can also find public chargers conveniently with the “Charging Map”, which can display
the locations of more than 300,000 chargers, including TELD, State Grid and other
mainstream domestic brands.
75.NIO baas service, NIO official

● Car-sharing
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website. Link: https://www.nio.
cn/baas

Since 2019, Xiaoju Charging has established more than 200 “Xiaoju Charging Service Stations” in Xiamen, Guangzhou,
Shanghai, Shenzhen, Changsha and other cities as outlets of urban travel service. There are restaurants, lounges,
massage chairs and restrooms in the service stations, allowing car owners to relax or communicate with other car owners
while charging. Bright colors of the charging stations will attract consumers to easily find nearby charging stations, and
consumers may buy electric cars after understanding their humanized design. In addition, with the increasing proportion
of electric vehicles in ride-hailing services, the proportion of consumers taking electric vehicles is correspondingly
increased, which also increases their experience of taking electric vehicles. Communicating with ride-hailing drivers to
learn about the cost of driving and using electric vehicles may also encourage consumers to buy electric vehicles.
In the “contextual model”, China’s transportation authorities have rarely adopted methods of behavioral economics.
Chinese automakers (including manufacturers and car-sharing companies) are the mainstream to promote consumers to
buy electric vehicles through various behavior change methods (Table 9), such as designing electric vehicles especially
for women to meet the sense of aesthetics of female consumers.

Table 9: Framework of mindspace to bring about behavior change (China)
Mindspace cues

Behavior

Example

Messengers

Leonardo DiCaprio was once the spokesman of BYD’s new energy vehicle
People who send messages
brand in China. Wuling Hongguang invited famous domestic actors as brand
have a great influence on us.
spokespersons of its MINIEV Macaroon series this year.

Standards

NIO App has the comprehensive attributes of service+social+media+mall.
What other people in
Non-NIO users can also download the App to sign in to get points for
the community do has a
goods or learn about the experience shared by NIO owners and get more
significant impact on us.
information about the driving experience.

Default option

Consumers who have owned ICE vehicles would think that the range of
We will accept the preset electric vehicles is not high enough, but the two solutions provided by NIO’s
option naturally
baas for consumers help consumers to think about the demand for the range
of electric vehicles in different scenarios.

Prominence

ORA, an electric vehicle brand owned by Great Wall Motor, frequently
iterates on product design, functions and configurations according to the
Our attention is attracted by preferences of female consumers, so as to meet the aesthetic and functional
what is new and what seems demands of women for automobiles; Wuling Hongguang introduces mini EV
to be relevant to us.
Macaroon color series to attract female consumers to buy electric vehicles.
NETA Auto has also launched a series of small SUV with bright colors,
mainly for attracting young female consumers.

Inauguration

Consumers generally think that the purchase cost of electric vehicles is
O u r a c t i o n s a r e o f t e n high, but after communicating with ride-hailing drivers about the energy use
influenced by subconscious and maintenance cost of electric vehicles, they will have a comprehensive
cues.
understanding of the comprehensive cost of electric vehicles and change
their impression of the high purchase cost of electric vehicles.

(Emotional)
impact

Compared with foreign brands such as Tesla, Volkswagen and BMW, some
Our emotional association can
consumers prefer to buy domestic electric vehicles such as BYD and NIO for
effectively shape our actions.
the love and support for domestic electric vehicles.

Commitment

NIO’s “Blue Dot Plan” can help NIO owners in carbon emission reduction
We pursue the consistency of
certification and trading. The income will be returned to the vehicle owners
words (public promises) and
in the form of points to attract environmental protection enthusiasts to buy
deeds (actual actions)
electric vehicles.

Ego

Many domestic new energy vehicle manufacturers have announced that they
We act in a way that makes
will increase the models and types of electric vehicles in the next few years
us feel better about ourselves.
for consumers to choose according to their respective demands.
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Chapter IV: Japan’s Experience and Effect of
Changing Consumer Behaviors and Promoting the
Development of Electric Vehicles

As the only Asian country in G7, Japan is one of the developed economies in the world.
On the road to promoting global decarbonization, Japan has always been a pioneer
in energy conservation and emission reduction. In October 2020, Japan promised to
76

achieve carbon neutrality in 2050. Japan’s transportation industry is not only a global
leader in technology, but also one of its pillar industries.

77

In 2019, Japan’s carbon

emissions reached 1.212 billion tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e), of which
18% came from the transportation sector. In 2019, the carbon emissions generated by
the transportation sector decreased by 1.6% compared with 1990 and 2.1% compared
with 2018.

78

76.Policies to promote electric
vehicle deployment. International
Energy Agency. retrieved Oct
2021. Link: https://www.iea.org/
reports/global-ev-outlook-2021/
policies-to-promote-electricvehicle-deployment
7 7 . Yu d h i s t i r a , G e r a d i e t a l ,
2017. Transpor tation system

In December 2020, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) of

in Japan: a lite rature study.

Japan issued the “Green Growth Strategy” action plan. Like other developed countries,

Jurnal Manajemen Transportasi

Japan regards the development of electric vehicles as the focus of road emission
reduction and hopes to be a global leader in producing low-carbon new energy vehicles
once again.79 In the action plan, Japan promised to take comprehensive measures to
make electric vehicles take up 100% of the annual new car sales after 2035. After 2050,
all vehicles produced in Japan will be electric vehicles.

& L o g i s t i k ( J M Tr a n s l o g ) Vo l . 0 2 N o . 3 . L i n k : h t t p s : / /
www.researchgate.net/
publication/318555942_
TRANSPORTATION_SYSTEM_IN_
JAPAN_A_LITERATURE_STUDY
78.National GHG Inventor y

Japan’s automobile manufacturing industry, ranking third globally, is also one of its
pillar industries. In Japan, the automobile manufacturing industry accounts for 89% of
the transportation machinery industry, its largest manufacturing industry, employing

Report of Japan 2021. pg.50.
retrieved Oct 2021. Link :
https://www.cger.nies.go.jp/
publications/report/i154/en/

80

5.5 million people. Japan is the world’s first country to produce new energy vehicles.
As early as 1997, the Toyota Prius, an HEV produced in Japan, was gradually favored
by consumers all over the world. In 2010, the Nissan Leaf, a BEV, also succeeded in
sales and became the first widely sold BEV model in the world that led to the early
development of the new energy vehicle market. However, with the rapid development
of the global electric vehicle market in recent years, the sales of new energy vehicles
in Japan decreased in 2020 compared with the overall automobile sales. This is closely
related to Japan’s new energy vehicle policies in the past three decades.

7 9 . “ G r e e n G r o w t h St r a t e g y
Through Achieving Carbon
Neutrality in 2050” Formulated,
METI, retrieved Oct 2021. Link:
https://www.meti.go.jp/english/
press/2020/1225_001.html
8 0 . E m m a Re g a n , 2 0 2 0 , T h e
Japanese Automotive Market:
Driving Strong Demand in 2020
and Beyond. retrieved Oct 2021.

Japan’s new energy vehicle policies are mainly led by two authorities, the Ministry of

L i nk : www.to kyo e sq ue .c o m /

the Environment and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI). The main

japanese-automotive-market/;

responsibility of the METI is to support the R&D, energy management and technologyrelated policy advocacy of electric vehicle enterprises. The Ministry of the Environment
pays attention to environmental protection and air pollution control and plays a vital role
in promoting new energy vehicles for the Japanese people. Japanese automakers also
participate in most of the discussions on policy formulation and policy advocacy through
the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA). 81 This makes Japan’s policies
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com/2016/03/japaneseautomotive-industry/
81.Ahman, 2006. Government
policy and the development of
electric vehicles in Japan. Energy
Policy 34, 433-443.

of electric vehicles be implemented under the system of “co-supervision” or even “selfsupervision”.

Figure 8: Sales of electric vehicles in Japan from 2011 to 2020 82
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83.Martin Padget, 2008. Toyota
Prius: A Brief History in Time.
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4.1 Overview of the Development of Electric Vehicles in Japan
Japan’s HEVs helped Japanese automakers occupy more than 90% of the global

w w w. g r e e n c a r r e p o r t s . c o m /

HEVs market around 2010. As the world’s first mass-produced hybrid electric car,

news/1014178_toyota-prius-a-

Toyota Prius accounted for 80% of the sales during this period, and was sold in more

brief-history-in-time

than 40 countries around the world.83 The “Eco-Car Program” and the “Tonnage and

84.Update on Japan's vehicle

Acquisition Tax cuts for Eco Friendly Vehicles” launched by the Japanese government

scrapping and purchasing

in 2009 provided subsidies for individuals and companies to buy electric vehicles for

incentives, 2009. Japan

promoting domestic sales of electric vehicles. Meanwhile, according to the emissions of

Automobile Manufacturers
Association, Inc. retrieved Oct

different types of vehicles, eco-cars can also enjoy the reduction of car taxes levied by
84

2021. Link: www.jama-english.

local governments by 25%-50% (according to the emissions).

jp/europe/news/2009/no_4/

car under the “Eco-Car Program” in 2009-2010 were mainly used to replace old ICE

peternunn.html

The first batch of eco-

vehicles. If an owner bought an eco-car to replace an ICE vehicle that has been used

85.Alhulail & Takeuchi, 2014,

for more than 13 years, he could get a subsidy of 250,000 Japanese yen to buy a hybrid

Effects of Tax Incentives on Sale

car or a subsidy of 125,000 Japanese yen to buy a light motor vehicle. If he only bought

of Eco-Friendly Vehicles: Evidence

a new car instead of replacing an old one, he could get a subsidy of 100,000 Japanese

from Japan. Kobe University.
Link: http://www.econ.kobe-u.

yen for a hybrid car or 50,000 Japanese yen for a light motor vehicle.85

ac.jp/activity/publication/dp/
pdf/2014/1412.pdf
86.Alhulail & Takeuchi, 2014,

These two policies have effectively promoted the sales of electric vehicles in Japan,
especially Toyota’s Prius. With the promotion of the double encouragement policy in

Effects of Tax Incentives on Sale

2009, the sales of electric vehicles in Japan have significantly increased. Research

of Eco-Friendly Vehicles: Evidence

shows that the sales of electric vehicles in Japan increased by 16% during this period

from Japan. Kobe University.
Link: http://www.econ.kobe-u.
ac.jp/activity/publication/dp/

through two government programs: tax reduction and subsidy.
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By 2016, the sales of

eco-cars in Japan accounted for 35% of the market (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Sales and shares of new energy vehicles in Japan
from 2009 to 2016
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4.2 Japan’s Measures to Promote the Development of Electric
Vehicles from 2021 to 2030
According to the data of the Japan Automobile Dealers Association (JADA), in 2020,
the sales of electric vehicles in Japan reached 1.4 million, accounting for 36.2% of
the total sales of automobiles and 97.8% of the sales of electric vehicles were HEVs.
Many Japanese automakers have introduced their own hybrid vehicles to the market,
1.1% being PHEVs, 1.1% being BEVs and 0.1% being hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.

88

According to surveys, the primary consideration of Japanese people when purchasing
eco-cars is subsidies and tax incentives (51.52%), followed by the reduction of road
usage fees (47.35%) and the convenience of charging (46.23%) (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Main factors influencing Japanese people’s purchase
of eco-cars in 2019
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4.2.1 How can we deal with the three barriers to development in the traditional way
4.2.1.1 Central and local governments
To increase the layout and charging speed of chargers for electric vehicles to solve
users’ endurance anxiety, the penetration rate of chargers directly affects consumers’
willingness to buy electric vehicles. In Japan, 37.9% of the people need the penetration
rate of chargers to meet their demand for continuous driving for many days and consider
range anxiety as the biggest barrier to their purchase of electric vehicles.90 Japan is one
of the countries with the highest penetration rate of public chargers per capita and also
the country with the earliest R&D of fast charging. By 2020, there had been more than
30,000 public chargers in Japan. However, due to years of lack of maintenance and
technical problems, only over 18,000 public chargers were really open to the public. 91
In order to solve the queuing problem of charging with public chargers, the Japanese
government set a goal requiring an electric vehicle charging point every 15 kilometers
and the increase of fast charging devices. It also suggested that private chargers should
be used to achieve sharing of charges around the country.
Tokyo plans to become a benchmark city for energy conservation and emission
reduction in Japan and even in the world. In line with 40 international cities such as
New York, London and Paris, Tokyo has signed the “Declaration of No Fossil Fuel” and
promised to buy only zero-emission buses after 2025 and ensure that critical urban
areas will achieve zero emissions before 2030.92In 2018, Tokyo Environmental Public
Service Corporation released an updated subsidy program to subsidize the installation
of chargers for eco-cars (BEVs and PHEVs) in residential apartments. This subsidy is
90.Zhang et al, 2018, Batter y
electric vehicles in Japan: Human
mobile behavior based adoption

applicable to residents, apartment managers and apartment builders. Application for
subsidies for equipment such as photovoltaic panels and energy storage batteries that

potential analysis and policy

need to be installed when installing electric vehicle chargers can also be submitted

target response. Applied Energy

under this program. In the installation cost of a charger, Tokyo can provide a subsidy

220, 527-535.
9 1 . Ja pa n t r a i l s N o r w a y a n d

of up to 400,000 yen (about USD 3,500). The local government hopes to increase the
share of electric vehicles in Tokyo to 50% by 2030 through this subsidy program.93

France in EV charging stations
per capita. March 28, 2021. EV

Figure 11: Number of chargers in Japan from 2011 to 2020

Electric, retrieved Oct. 2021,
Link: www.onlineev.com/japan-
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Japan’s vehicle purchase policies are clear and direct, and subsidies and tax breaks
greatly influence the sales of electric vehicles. In the past three years (2017-2020),
the sales volume of electric vehicles in Japan decreased every year, which caused the
Japanese government to revise the subsidy policies at the end of 2020. In December
2020, the Ministry of the Environment of Japan issued a document to temporarily
increase the subsidies for purchasing electric vehicles in Japan to rapidly increase its
sales. For this temporary document, the government plans to invest 8 billion yen. Under
Japan’s new policies, clean energy vehicles (CEVs) include BEVs, PHEVs and fuel cell
electric vehicles (FCEVs). However, it does not include HEVs.
After the increase of car purchase subsidies, every individual, company or city can get
a considerable subsidy, which is twice as high as the original subsidy, up to 800,000
Japanese yen (about USD 7,200) for a newly purchased BEV. However, to get such
a high subsidy, it is necessary to prove that the electric power of the location (home
or office) where the owner charges the vehicle comes from 100% renewable power
generation, including on-site solar panel power generation or purchased clean energy.
Under the same document, the maximum subsidy for PHEVs will also double, from the
200,000 Japanese yen to 400,000 Japanese yen. For FCEVs, the existing subsidy of 2.25
million Japanese yen is also increased by several hundred thousand Japanese yen,95
and the taxation on electric vehicles in Japan has also been changed.
The Tokyo municipal government hopes to make Tokyo an eco-friendly leading city of
“Zero Emission Tokyo” by 2030. In terms of electric vehicle policies, it has promised
that 100% of new vehicles will be non-ICE vehicles by 2030, which is five years ahead
of the Japanese government.96 Starting from April 2021, based on subsidies from the
Ministry of the Environment, Tokyo has increased subsidies for the purchase of ecofriendly vehicles, ranging from 600,000 Japanese yen for BEVs and PHEVs to 2.75
million Japanese yen for hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles, depending on the types of
vehicles.
4.2.1.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car-rental and car-sharing companies, etc.)
· Electric vehicle chargers and charging speed
Japan is the first country in the world to develop fast charging technology. Japan’s
famous CHAdeMO (Charge the Move) is a business association founded in 2010
dedicated to promoting the development of electric mobility. At present, among its 420
members from all over the world, there are stakeholders of electric vehicle chargers
from different industries and regions, including charger manufacturers, electric vehicle
manufacturers, power systems, municipal governments, charging station operators,
certification bodies and civil society organizations. The association ensures that the
electric vehicles manufactured by the member companies of the association and
their chargers are matched and ensures the quality of the products of each member.
CHAdeMO member’s guide is also the world’s first guide to develop DC fast charging
technology and possess the most advanced fast charging technology. CHAdeMO’s
certification standard is common in Japan, and only its member companies can install its
standard chargers in Japan.

97

At the end of 2020, Japan’s e-Mobility Power Co., Inc (eMP) announced that it would
add 250 super-fast chargers nationwide to update and improve the charging network
in Japan, mainly focusing on expressway service stations and public areas with high
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2020.12.12. Jiji Press. retrieved
Oct 2021. Link : www.sp.m.jiji.
com/english/show/9186
96.Promotion of electric vehicles.
r e t r i e v e d O c t , 2 0 2 1 , To k y o
Metropolitan Center for Climate
Change Actions. Link : www.
tokyo-co2down.jp/individual/
subsidy/ev/index.html
97.CHAdeMO website, retrieved
Oct. 2021, Link: www.chademo.
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transportation flow. This charger program will effectively upgrade the existing charging
network in Japan, from existing 20kW-60kW chargers to 180kW dual-head chargers,
which can simultaneously charge two cars at up to 90 kW at the same time.98
● Battery technology in Japan
The battery accounts for nearly 29% of the cost of an electric vehicle, and battery
technology is also one of the most critical technologies when consumers consider
buying electric vehicles.99 In the future, the development trend of vehicle batteries is
small-sized all-solid-state batteries, which can reduce the weight and cost of vehicles
and increase the range. Japan’s battery manufacturing industry has been leading the
world for nearly a hundred years, and Panasonic is currently the third-largest battery
manufacturer for electric vehicles in the world. As early as 2014, Panasonic began to
partner with Tesla to build the world’s largest lithium-ion battery factory in the US. It is
currently working with Tesla to develop batteries with lower manufacturing cost and
offering a longer range. At the same time, Panasonic has also begun to increase its
sales channels in Japan. Recently, it partnered with Toyota to build a lithium-ion battery
plant in Japan to supply 500,000 EVs starting in 2022.
In addition to century-old manufacturers, Japan’s battery startups are also working on
disruptive R&D of battery technology. These include the lithium-ion batteries with double
range produced by 3 Dom of Tokyo Metropolitan University, and metal air batteries
developed by Azul Energy of Tohoku University and AC batteries produced by AC Biode
of Kyoto, extending the range by 30% after each full charging.100

98.Mark Kane, Aug 05, 2020. ABB
to supply more than 250 DC Fast

● Corporate transformation faces challenges
The JAMA also plays an important role in Japan. Many bills issued by the Ministry of
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of new energy vehicles. With the rapid development of electric vehicles in China, the
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In the development history of new energy vehicles in Japan, HEVs have accounted
for a large share of the sales. Japanese automakers and the Japanese government
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are reluctant to give up the hybrid technology due to their early investment in this
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technology as well as the high sales volume and high profitability of HEVs for more
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Specifically, although Toyota is the first automaker in the world to sell new energy
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government, Toyota has cooperated with other automakers and battery companies to
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develop new electric vehicle models after releasing its first BEV in 2020.102
In contrast, Nissan had an early start and rapid transition of electric vehicles among
Japanese automakers. Nissan Leaf, an electric vehicle model released in 2010, has
achieved a sales volume of 500,000 units worldwide in ten years. The battery electric
SUV model released by Nissan in 2020 is the most popular BEV model since the
release of Nissan Leaf. Nissan promises to produce only BEVs after 2030 and achieve
net zero emissions of all its production lines by 2050.103
4.2.2 How can we deal with the three development barriers in the way of behavioral
economics
4.2.2.1 Government
In order to encourage people to choose electric vehicles, the Tokyo government
published relevant data about the economic benefits of electric vehicles in a prominent
position on the website for the application form for vehicle purchase subsidies. In
addition to the amount of subsidy when buying an electric vehicle, using an electric
car in Tokyo for ten years will help the user save 450,000 Japanese yen in energy cost
compared with an equivalent gasoline car.104
4.2.2.2 Enterprises and guilds
● Layout and speed of electric vehicle chargers
Japanese consumers mentioned when interviewed said that because the penetration
rate of private chargers is temporarily low, they have high range anxiety. Consumers
want to have a higher penetration rate of public chargers. The official website of
CHAdeMO offers all the information about chargers that can be used in Japan, including
the socket information, specific address, contact number, operation hours, prices
and payment methods of chargers, so that consumers can easily obtain these key
information.105
● Analysis of Japanese electric vehicle consumers
In 2012, McKinsey conducted an in-depth survey on early electric vehicle consumers
in Japan,106 and the survey showed that there were mainly two groups of people who
bought electric vehicles. The first group were people caring about environmental

102.Dooley & Ueno, March 9,
2021. Why Japan is Holding back
as the World Rushes Toward
Ele c tric Car s. The Ne w York
Times. retrieved Oct 2021. Link:
www.nytimes.com/2021/03/09/
business/electric-cars-japan.
html/
103.Same as footnote 100.

protection and loving electric vehicle technology, and they had been paying attention

104.Promotion of electric

to this market before electric vehicles came into the market. Women are the majority

vehicles. Tokyo Metropolitan

among these people. They thought that electric vehicles’ driving experience and
appearance exceeded their expectations and considered that they would continue to
choose electric vehicles for their next purchase. The second group are consumers who
only came into contact with electric vehicles during the shopping process. The main
reasons for their final purchase were government subsidies, low energy consumption
and satisfactory driving experience. They thought that their purchase of electric vehicles
was partly because of impulsive consumption. The problems they faced after buying the
vehicles, such as insufficient chargers and high power tariffs, made one third of them

Center for Climate Change
Actions. retrieved Oct 2021.
Link : www.tokyo-co2down.jp/
individual/subsidy/ev/index.html
105.CHAdeMO website, retrieved
Oct.2021, www.chademo.com
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think that they would not buy electric vehicles again. In the second consumer group, the
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price, appearance and range of the vehicles were the three reasons they cared most

early electric vehicle buyers

about purchasing vehicles.

in Japan. Link : https://www.
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According to the opinion at the end of the analysis report, Japanese automakers need
to put energy into popularizing the knowledge of electric vehicles among consumers.
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The cognition of the vehicles greatly affects consumers’ willingness to purchase. Japanese automakers also need to
offer satisfactory after-sales services and maintenance for customers who have already purchased electric vehicles.
Early drivers of electric vehicles will effectively influence the decisions of new users for vehicle purchases.
●Traditional car-rental services raise the recognition
Japan has convenient car-rental service platforms. In addition to the global chain car-rental platforms (Alamo, Budget),
most Japanese automakers such as Toyota and Nissan have their own car-rental services. On these car rental websites,
it is very convenient for Japanese people to rent electric vehicles to experience the driving of electric vehicles.
According to our preliminary analysis of Japan’s mindspace framework (Table 10), there are only a few cases in Japan.
It is necessary to enhance consumers’ support and recognition for electric vehicles to promote purchasing behaviors.
However, this may also be caused by the well developed public transportation system in big cities of Japan, causing low
demand for vehicles, and the lack of promotion of electric vehicles or favorable scenarios for purchasing electric vehicles
in rural areas of Japan.

Table 10: Framework of mindspace to bring about behavior change (Japan)
Mindspace cues

Behavior

Example

Messenger

People who send messages have a great influence
N/A
on us.

Incentives

Predictable psychological shortcuts (such as The Tokyo municipal government has listed that the
a strong tendency to avoid losses) shape our cost of using an electric vehicle is lower than that of a
response to incentives.
gasoline vehicle by 450,000 Japanese yen in ten years.

Standards

What other people in the community do has a The influence of electric car owners on consumers who
significant impact on us.
want to buy electric cars around them.

Default option

We will accept the preset option naturally

The default option in Japan is gasoline or HEVs, making
Japan lag behind other countries in converting to BEVs.

Prominence

Our attention is attracted by what is new and what Japanese people pay attention to the appearance of
seems to be relevant to us.
electric vehicles.

Inauguration

Subconscious cues often influence our actions.

Range anxiety about public chargers due to the low
penetration rate of private chargers. The Japanese
government expects to set up an electric vehicle charger
every 15 kilometers.

(Emotional)
impact

Japanese consumers are generally loyal to Japanese
Our emotional association can effectively shape local auto brands, so it is imperative for Japanese
our actions.
automakers to introduce diversified electric vehicles
which are practical and graceful.

Commitment

Consumers who are concerned about climate and
We pursue the consistency of words (public environment are more inclined to buy electric vehicles,
promises) and deeds (actual actions)
which can be practical proof for their concern about the
environment.

Ego

Most early buyers of electric vehicles were people who
We act in a way that makes us feel better about
paid attention to environmental protection. They link
ourselves.
electric vehicles with their own value.
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Chapter V: Change of Policies and Behaviors about
Electric Vehicle in South Korea

The carbon emissions of the transportation sector in South Korea are still rising, accounting
for more than 16% of the total emissions in South Korea.107 Climate Transparency points out
that South Korea’s passenger and cargo transportation needs to accelerate decarbonization
and suggests that all new car sales in South Korea should be zero-emission cars by 2035.
108

South Korea’s mid-term goal for tackling climate change (before 2030) plays a great

guiding role in the development direction of electric vehicles in South Korea. It puts forward
stricter fuel efficiency standards and carbon dioxide emission standards per kilometer.
Another measure is to promote the vigorous development of eco-friendly vehicles (also
known as green vehicles, including electric vehicles, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and hybrid
vehicles). Although major automakers in Europe, the US and Japan have put forward goals
of gradually phasing out ICE vehicles (“Phase-out”), South Korean automakers have not
announced phase-out plans, but put forward their own sales targets of electrification under
the government’s goal of promoting eco-friendly vehicles. It is reported that Hyundai Motor
Group (including Hyundai, Kia and other brands) may soon announce the strategy of fully
shifting to electric vehicles.109

Figure 12: car stock of Electric Vehicles and Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles
in South Korea (2010 -2020)
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5.1 Overview and Prospect of Electric Vehicle Development in South Korea
5.1.1 Review on the effect of EV-related policies and consumption driving forces in South
Korea
Although the sales of electric vehicles in South Korea in 2018 doubled compared
with 2017 and reached 33,000 units, the sales of electric vehicles only accounted for
2% of new vehicle sales, with a car stock of 56,000. In 2019, the car stock of ecofriendly vehicles consisted of 91,000 electric vehicles and more than 5,000 hydrogen
fuel cell vehicles (Figure 12). Because there are no such regulation policies such as
transportation and licensing restrictions on small cars in South Korea, South Koreans’
purchase of electric vehicles is mainly driven by the market. The reasons behind the
growth of electric vehicle sales after 2017 are worth examining.
● Buying electric cars for the first time: dual drive by subsidy and technology
The intention to purchase electric vehicles is usually influenced by economic factors,
technology, charging facilities and other factors. The sales growth of electric vehicles in
South Korea in the past five years is mainly due to the first two factors. More detailed
analysis shows that South Koreans purchase electric vehicles due to two variables:
technology and demand promotion. The former mainly includes range, number of
models for selection and price; The latter mainly includes vehicle purchase subsidies
110.Kim, Eunsung & Heo,
Eunnyeong. (2019). Key Drivers
behind the Adoption of Electric

and tax incentives, income level, charging convenience and fuel cost saving.110

Vehicle in Korea: An Analysis

The subsidies of the South Korean government for electric vehicles and hydrogen

of the Revealed Preferences.

fuel cell vehicles reached KRW 1.5 trillion won (about RMB 8.4 billion) and KRW 285

Sustainability.11.6854.10.3390/
su11236854.

billion won (about RMB 1.4 billion) respectively from 2015 to 2019.111 In the future, the
South Korean government will extend subsidies for eco-friendly vehicles until 2025

111.2050 Carbon Neutral

and increase the budget for subsidies for electric vehicles by KRW 4.5 trillion.112 It can

Strategy of the Republic of Korea:

be seen that in order to attract South Koreans to continuously buy electric vehicles,

Towards a Sustainable and Green
Society, The Government of the

the policies of the South Korean government are still based on the traditional way of

Republic of Korea. Link: https://

financial incentives. However, after the range reaches a certain distance, it is difficult to

unfccc.int/sites/default/files/

judge whether subsidy or technology is winning the hearts of South Korean consumers;

resource/LTS1_RKorea.pdf

at present, it cannot be judged how many people buy vehicles just for technology

112.Korea to extend subsidies

even if there are no subsidies because subsidies have always existed. However, it is

for electric cars to 2025.

worth analyzing from behavioral economics whether South Korean people will take the

L i n k : h t t p s : / / w w w. e l e c t r i v e .
com/2020/07/19/korea-to-

initiative to buy electric vehicles if there are no traditional policies such as subsidies.

extend-subsidies-for-electriccars-to-2025/
113.Park, J., Kim, H., & Kim, C.
(2019). Understanding Electric

● Consumers who buy vehicles for the second time pay more attention to electric
vehicles’ performance and the result of multi-factors in the contextual model
Consumers who buy vehicles for the first time are more influenced by subsidies, who's

Ve h i c l e C o n s u m e r i n K o r e a

priorities are vastly different from consumers who buy electric vehicles for the second

Market Based Upon User and

time.113 The latter pays more attention to the performance of electric vehicles, rather than

P ro s p e c t i ve S u r ve y. J o u r n a l
of the Korea Convergence

subsidies offered. That is to say, with higher consumers’ awareness of electric vehicles,

S o c i e t y. 1 0 ( 6 ) , 1 9 1 – 2 0 1 .

there are possibility for greater demand for vehicle purchase. Of course, people who

https://doi.org/10.15207/

have driven electric vehicles know the performance and economy of such vehicles,

JKCS.2019.10.6.191

which is mainly due to the influence of the emotional recognition of electric vehicles or

1 1 4 . To t a l Re g i s t e re d M o t e r

the behavioral change brought about by the improvement of their self-awareness of the

Vehicles data. Link: http://stat.

eco-friendly nature of electric vehicles. Of course, because they have already owned

molit.go.kr/portal/cate/statView.

electric vehicles, it is logical that they may also purchase electric vehicles as the default

do

option.
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5.1.2 South Korea’s development goal of electric vehicles in the next decade
According to the transportation authority, the private car stock in South Korea was 18.7 million in 2020,114 and is
estimated to reach about 20 million in 2025. According to the New Energy Vehicle Development Plan 2021-2025 issued
by South Korea, under the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 24% in the transportation sector by 2030, the
sales target of eco-friendly vehicles in South Korea should reach more than 50% of new vehicle sales by 2025 and more
than 80% by 2030.
The development goal of eco-friendly vehicles for 2030 set by the South Korean government will boost the low-carbon
transition of the South Korean transportation sector in the next decade and even the goal of net zero emissions in the
future. The government believes that the period before 2030 is crucial for South Korea to maximize its potential of the
two advantages of vehicle manufacturing and battery manufacturing and aims to make its electric vehicle industry the
most competitive future mobility industry in the world. At the industrial level, it will promote South Korean domestic
automakers to increase the R&D and production of electric vehicles and enhance the competition between South
Korean automakers and electric vehicle manufacturers around the world; From the perspective of vehicle buyers, the
employment opportunities brought by the national medium-and long-term policies and the stimulation of national pride
may shift the consumers’ intention to electric vehicles, especially domestic electric vehicles.

Table 11: Development goals and promotion strategies of eco-friendly vehicles in South Korea
Vision

2021, the first year of the popularization of eco-friendly vehicles → 2025, a realization of the social and
industrial ecosystems centered on eco-friendly vehicles
Cumulative sales of eco-friendly vehicles: 2.83 million in 2025 and 7.85 million in 2030.
Greenhouse gas emissions: reduced by 8% by 2025 and 24% by 2030. (Compared with 2017)
Sales target of eco-friendly vehicles

Goals

Category (ten thousand, %)

2020 Years

2025 Years

2030 Years

HEV/PHEV

67

150

400

BEV

14

113

300

FCEV

1

20

85

Eco-friendly vehicles

82

283

785

Share in the sale of new vehicles

11%

51%

83%

Share in the sale of all vehicles

3%

11%

30%

1. Building a social system to accelerate the popularization of eco-friendly vehicles.
Promotion
strategies

2. Opening up the era of carbon neutrality through technological innovation.
3. Accelerating the transition to the carbon-neutral industrial ecology.

Source: Adapted from Trends of South Korean Automotive Industry, www.dx2025.com Link: https://www.dx2025.com/archives/127969.html
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The government deployment target plan requires automakers to sell and produce a
certain percentage (15% in 2020) of eco-friendly vehicles from all new vehicles. From
2020 onwards, the public sector can only purchase eco-friendly vehicles. Can South
Korea achieve the proposal of Climate Transparency that all new vehicles on sale
should be zero-emission vehicles by 2035? To increase the proportion from 15% at
present to 100% sometime in the future, it is not enough to depend solely on subsidizing
eco-friendly vehicles to restrict ICE vehicles. It is required to change consumer
behaviors and use the framework of behavioral economics to achieve the goal of a
higher proportion of eco-friendly vehicles.

5.2 South Korea’s Measures to Promote the Development of Electric
Vehicles from 2021 to 2030
The South Korean government has established the 2050 Low-carbon Vision Forum,
which includes seven transportation experts. According to the long-term climate
strategy submitted by South Korea to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC), the low-carbon transformation of the transportation sector
in South Korea in the future depends on technology promotion, and two keywords
are given: green and smart. Specifically, the future transportation model will change
from the existing oil-based transportation system to the future mobility model featuring
environmental protection and autonomous vehicles. The 2050 vision of the South
Korean transportation sector will be achieved through four key strategies: expanding
the deployment of eco-friendly vehicles, increasing the use of low-carbon fuels,
promoting green logistics and managing transportation demands. The realization of
these strategies, especially increasing the number of eco-friendly vehicles, depends on
the change in consumers’ purchase behavior. Besides technology, this section will pay
more attention to the cognition of behavior change and the measures of the “contextual”
model in dealing with the three main barriers to the development of electric vehicles in
South Korea.
5.2.1 How can we deal with the barriers to the future development of electric vehicles in
the traditional way
As for the three barriers above, charging facilities and the purchase and use costs of
electric vehicles will be discussed more in the part for the government’s public policies.
The range of electric vehicles involves technologies of enterprises, which will be
discussed in the parts for enterprises and business models.
5.2.1.1 Government’s public policies
· Barriers to be broken: The purchase cost of electric vehicles is still high
The purchase cost of electric vehicles in South Korea is still high, and there are no
subsidies in the short term, so South Korean vehicle buyers may not prioritise electric
vehicles. Because the costs of ICE vehicles and electric vehicles will be compared when
people buy vehicles, ICE vehicles still currently have the advantages of price and variety
115.Measures to Improve the

of models.

Subsidy Program for Electric

The subsidy level of South Korea for eco-friendly vehicles is only average in the world.

Vehicle Purchases in South Korea.
LEE, Seungmoon, KEEI, 2017.

It is gradually decreasing, which is influenced by the government’s total budget and the

Link: http://www.keei.re.kr/web_

degree of marketization.115 However, the main markets of South Korean vehicles are

keei/en_publish.nsf/by_report_

Europe, America and China. In order to promote electric vehicles in the country in the

types/E3E94C6FACEB5B1C4925

future, the continuation of subsidies is needed. One way is to encourage consumers

839B00295256/$file/BAS1826e.
pdf.

to buy electric vehicles, and the other is to provide the necessary support for the
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transformation of the domestic automotive industry. According to the current situation,
there is still a period before the phase-out of South Korea’s subsidies for eco-friendly
vehicles. In 2020, the South Korean government announced that the subsidies for ecofriendly vehicles would continue until 2025. It is still unclear whether the subsidies will
survive after that. According to the previous analysis on the driving forces for electric
vehicle purchase, the subsidy was only one of the major factors to attract vehicle buyers
in a certain stage in the past. In the future, factors such as the performance of electric
vehicles, the diversification of models and consumer preferences will play a role.
The elimination of cost barriers is crucial for vehicle buyers who have not considered
buying electric vehicles. If electric vehicles do not need subsidies for purchase, the
superposition of dual cost advantages of purchase and use will make electric vehicles
more competitive. The future cost advantage is that, compared with ICE vehicles,
they will have a low cost of use and lower purchase prices. This requires the South
Korean government to make decisions through further research and communication
with automakers and consider key targets and indicators such as the proportion of
electric vehicles in the sales of new vehicles and the total car stock in the future. By
2025, the proportion of eco-friendly vehicles in private car stock is estimated to reach
6.5%. Will this proportion can meet the requirement of complete marketization without
subsidies? The answer should be yes according to the development in China, Europe
and America. If subsidies are required, possible methods may be direct governmental
subsidies to automakers (such as the case in China) or subsidies to automakers through
environmental pricing mechanisms (such as carbon pricing in Europe and America).
●Battery industry: The government’s industry support will reduce range and cost
barriers.
South Korea’s electric vehicle power battery industry is an important part of the global
supply chain, accounting for about one third of the global market. In 2020, LG Chem’s
lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles ranked second in the global market share,
second only to CATL, and were distributed all over the world, including South Korea,
China, the US, and Poland; In addition, South Korean battery manufacturers such as
Samsung and SKI also ranked in the top ten in terms of market share in the global
market share.116 On this basis, in July 2021, President Moon Jae proposed the goal for
South Korea to surpass China to become the country with the world’s number battery
industry in 2030, and that the government and the three major battery manufacturers
will jointly invest USD 35 billion US within ten years.

117

Batteries are vital for the range

of electric vehicles. The South Korean government’s support and goal for the battery
industry is an industrial guarantee for further increasing the range and reducing the cost
of electric vehicles in the future.

116.116.Comparison of EV liion batter y manufacturers in
China and South Korea in 2021.
www.qianzhan.com. 2021.07.19.
Link:https://www.qianzhan.com/
analyst/detail/220/21071984e052d3.html
117.Moon eyes EV battery top
spot, promises South Korean
“ecosystem of solidarity”. HIS

● Barriers to charging infrastructure: Public fast chargers have limited function, and the

Markit. 2021.07.12. Link: https://

government needs clear policies to meet future charging demands.

ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/

The South Korean government has faced the question of whether to subsidize the
purchase of electric vehicles or build public charging stations first. Because the former
means driving the demand, and the latter means breaking the barrier to infrastructure. In
South Korea, the ratio of the total number of public chargers, charging service providers
and private chargers to the number of electric vehicles was once close to 1:1 in 2017.
118

Therefore, the number of chargers invested by the government was sufficient, but in-

home slow charging was still the dominant charging model for electric vehicle owners
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118.Kim, E.; Heo, E. Key Drivers
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(Figure 13), and the role of public chargers was not as great as its proportion. That is,
there was a situation of high quantity and low quality.

Figure 13: Quantity public chargers VS EV owners’ charging choices
(based on data of October 2018)
Public chargers
operated by
Government and
public organization
(GPO)
Charging service
providers
(CSP)
Total

Fast
Level 2
Total
chargers chargers
（%）
(%)
(%)
2,696

190

2,886

(93.4)

(6.6)

(100.0)

608

3,521

4,129

(14.7)

(85.3)

(100.0)

3,304

3,711

7,015

(47.1)

(52.9)

(100.0)

1.8

15.3

31

24
27.9

GPO

in-home charger

CSP

Work place

Others

Source: Kim, E.; Heo, E. Key Drivers behind the Adoption of Electric Vehicle in Korea: An Analysis of the Revealed Pr
eferences. Sustainability 2019, 11, 6854. https://doi.org/10.3390/su11236854

Therefore, it is worth studying into improve the role of the government’s public charging
facilities in the future, and if it’s necessary to change the current situation that vehicle
owners only use public fast chargers for long-distance travel or emergency. At present,
charger operators, considering input and output, prefer to set up chargers at convenient
locations for heavy transportation and high utilization rate. Therefore, the current
problem for the South Korean government is that private enterprises are reluctant to
install charging stations in specific places because of high input costs and low utilization
rates. so government departments in these places will directly construct charging
infrastructure. Therefore, if governments of different levels or public institutions in South
Korea indiscriminately promote the construction of public fast chargers in the current
state, it may be a waste of investment; however, this is based on the current situation
that public charging has little influence on the cultivation of electric vehicles. With the
increase in the number of electric vehicles, the utilization rate of charging facilities has
increased, and the government’s subsidies on charging have become more diversified,
which can alleviate the barrier of charging infrastructure to a great extent. For example,
at more attractive locations, the government will negotiate with charger operators and
provide certain subsidies to install chargers; or subsidize gas stations to install charging
facilities, which are both strategies that the South Korean government is exploring.
5.2.1.2 Enterprises (automakers, traditional car rental companies and shared cars, etc.)
From the perspective of enterprises, there are many technical and market means to
encourage consumers to buy electric vehicles. For example, range improvement,
diversification of vehicle models, automatic driving performance, auto show publicity,
driving experience, etc. The following analysis mainly focuses on ways of the
enterprises to break the barriers in the future in the traditional model, respectively, in
terms of range and charging.
● Range: Automakers need to strike a balance between higher performance and cost.
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In South Korea, the total daily commuting mileage of residents in the Seoul metropolitan
area is between 13-17 kilometers.119 The best-selling models in South Korea, such as
domestic models Kia e-Niro, Hyundai IONIQ and KONA, joint venture brand Renault
Samsung, and foreign brands such as Tesla, Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Volkswagen,
have a range of over 300 kilometers. Therefore, if electric vehicles are only used for
commuting, the current range can fully satisfy the need by being charged once a week
at the most.
Research also shows that in the past few years, the range of electric vehicles, vehicle
purchase subsidies and tax incentives have a stronger stimulating effect on the
increase of sales, and the range especially, in particular, is the most important variable
to explain why South Koreans purchase electric vehicles.120 With the bottleneck of range
anxiety being broken, the South Koreans have made their choice after considering the
cost benefit under the subsidy, which has led to the growth of the sales of eco-friendly
vehicles in South Korea (2017-present). However, the range of electric vehicles in
the future is still an important factor affecting consumers, especially for the shift from
ICE vehicles to electric vehicles. Minimizing the barrier of range as much as possible
actually means gradually eliminating the comparison between the ICE vehicle and
electric vehicles by existing ICE vehicle drivers and getting rid of their stereotypes or
biases about electric vehicles.
The investment of South Korean automakers in solving range anxiety is of great help
to the increase of the sales of electric vehicles, which is related to the development
of the battery industry in South Korea. However, there is a cost ceiling for range
extension. Different time and space combinations of range and vehicle purchase cost
will determine consumers’ purchase intention with different needs.

119.Data shows 1 1/2 hours
daily commuting time for
Seoul, Gyeonggi residents.

● Enterprises accelerate the deployment of fast-charging networks
One disadvantage of electric vehicles compared with ICE vehicles is charging, so

Link: https://en.yna.co.kr/view/
AEN20170621004500320

South Korean automakers are also aiming for the long term and actively deploying fast-

120.Kim, Eunsung & Heo,

charging networks to provide users of electric vehicles with a similar experience to that

Eunnyeong. (2019). Key Drivers

of ICE vehicles in the future. Hyundai Kia Automotive Group, the leading manufacturer
of electric vehicles in South Korea recently introduced new models Ioniq 5 and Kia EV6
based on the group’s new generation Electric-Global Modular Platform (E-GMP). Both
models, supporting 400V and 800V charging and with the maximum charging power
of 350kW, can be charged to 80% in 18 minutes.121 From the strategic layout of South
Korean automakers, 800V high-voltage charging platforms will be the main development
direction in the future. Charging stations are the match for 800V electric vehicles. This
March, Hyundai Motor announced its entry into the electric vehicle charging market and
launched the charging brand E-pit. In 2021, the company will build 20 fast-charging
stations (“E-pit”) and install at least 120 fast chargers in total, of which 60% will be
installed in expressway service areas.

122

Kia Motors and Kakao Mobility (South Korea’s largest social media and service
platform) have joined hands. Kia Motors will play a role in electric vehicles and
related technologies, charging infrastructure, battery and vehicle maintenance, repair
and support, etc. Kakao Mobility will use its existing ride-hailing platform to provide
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● Cooperation cases between automakers and third-party platforms

information infrastructure and necessary solutions.

behind the Adoption of Electric
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This model is a supplement to the
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hyundai/20210323181900399.
html
123.Kia Motors, Kakao
Mobility team up to stimulate
EV migration in car-hailing.
Pulse, 2021.01.13. Link:
https://pulsenews.co.kr/view.
php?year=2021&no=40820

penetration of electric vehicles. In the long run, the two companies will work together to
reflect an innovative business model between social media and car-hailing companies
from the planning stage of the personalized electric vehicles (PBV) business model.
In addition, Green Car, the car rental service department under Lotte Group, is also
increasing the number of electric vehicles, and has proposed to change all the vehicles
it operates into electric vehicles by 2030.124
Although consumers have not bought electric vehicles, car-hailing services of social
platforms or car rental services provided by car rental platforms can promote the
penetration of electric vehicles, and, to a great extent, foster the support of those who
don’t want to buy cars for the electric vehicle industry.
5.2.2 How can we deal with the development barriers in the future with behavioral
economics
5.2.2.1 Government’s public policies
The South Korean government has also done some work to eliminate consumers’ biases
about the high cost of electric vehicles and charging facilities. In terms of weakening
the two barriers for vehicle buyers, namely high costs and inconvenient charging of
electric vehicles, the Ministry of Environment of South Korea has established a special
information website related to electric vehicles, which not only shows the working
principles and advantages of electric vehicles, but also includes public information such
as tables and calculators (allowing for models comparison) for the comparison between
ICE and electric vehicles, models and amounts of subsidies, etc. The website also
allows for the query of charging and hydrogen refueling facilities, displays all available
charging facilities on the platform, including almost all public chargers and charging
service providers,125 and offers the downloads of mobile phone apps (https://www.ev.or.
kr/portal). This one-stop display is a measure taken by the South Korean government to
eliminate the barrier of too few charging facilities, allowing users of electric vehicles to
know charging places after leaving home.

124.Green Car to expand
driver-assistance system to all

● “Additional benefits” of electric vehicles: vision of south korean government’s V2G
Since 2014, the South Korean government has supported the program to allow plug-

cars by 2022. Korean Herald,

in electric vehicle owners to sell electricity to the Korea Electric Power Corp (KEPCO).

2021.08.08. Link: http://

The electricity will be transmitted to the power grid through the electricity trading market

w w w. ko re a h e r a l d . c o m / v i e w.
php?ud=20210806000635

KEPCO. The South Korean government has revised relevant laws to ensure the smooth
realization of the V2G program, and the state-owned power company will design a new

125.MOE EV Portal: Link: https://

charging system for power tariffs.126 In 2021, in order to enhance the competitiveness

www.ev.or.kr/evmonitor

in the electric vehicle market, Hyundai Motor Group will build a demonstration base of

1 2 6 . Ve h i c l e t o g r i d : S o u t h

V2G technology in Jeju Island, claiming that the V2G system can obtain electric energy

Korea’s KEPCO to start buying

from vehicle batteries to supply power for families, which not only saves the power cost,

from EV owners. 2014. Smart

but also can be used in catastrophic situations such as power failure caused by extreme

Energy International. Link :
https://www.smart-energy.com/

weather. 127 With the increasing probability of extreme weather, the South Korean

regional-news/asia/vehicle-to-

government should give more support to the advantages of the V2G of electric vehicles,

grid-south-koreas-kepco-to-

so as to increase the publicity of the “extra advantages” of electric vehicles, make the

start-pilot-scheme/
1 2 7 . H y u n d a i a u t o g ro u p t o

cost-benefit of electric vehicles more favorable, and help buyers to make the choice of
buying electric vehicles.

demonstrate vehicle-to-grid
using new EVs in Jeju. Link :
h t t p s : / / w w w. a j u d a i l y. c o m /
view/20210507162515393

5.2.2.2 Electric vehicle industry and business model
● One-stop service changes the “stereotype” of charging
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At the beginning of 2021, Hyundai Motor and SK Networks, an information and energy
service provider, cooperated to build an electric vehicle charging station in Seoul,
located in a rebuilt gas station. The space of 4,000 square meters is not only a place for
charging. Consisting of six floors, it includes a driver’s center, where drivers can make
reservations for test drives of Hyundai electric vehicles, a large coffee shop and an
experiential brand shop for electrical appliances.128 This model of brand cooperation can
combine the waiting time of charging with a leisure lifestyle at a charging station and
further promote their respective products.
The model for electric vehicle manufacturers to build their own charging stations has
become more common in South Korea. While Tesla’s superchargers are still limited
to its own brand, South Korean automakers, such as Hyundai Motor, are deploying
their own charging stations. The one-stop charging stations above are just an
attempt, and most of them are flagship stores mainly for display. The trend for electric
vehicle manufacturers to build their own charging stations in the future is apparent.
As mentioned above, Hyundai Motor has expressed its intention to accelerate the
construction of the fast-charging stations, “E-pits”. Meanwhile, charging stations also
provide charger reservation service via mobile apps for the convenience of charging.
Electric vehicles of companies other than Hyundai Motor Group can use Hyundai’s
chargers as long as the interfaces are the same.129
● The diversity of models will support the rapid development of electric vehicles in
South Korea in the future
Studies have shown that the main factors stimulating South Korean consumers to buy
electric vehicles are also changing. In the future, the key factors for electric vehicles
uptake in South Korea may not be government subsidies and range, but the diversity
of electric vehicle models. Currently, the diversity and selectivity of vehicle models
are not the main driving factors for the sales of electric vehicles because according
to the distribution of existing ICE vehicles in the South Korean automobile market,

128.Charging into the Future:
I n s i d e K o r e a ’s Fa s t e s t E V

South Korean vehicle buyers are more inclined to buy large cars and SUVs, while in

Charging Station. Link: https://

the Chinese market, medium-sized cars are the mainstream.130 However, this trend is

www.hyundai.com/worldwide/

changing. As for large cars and SUVs favored by South Korean consumers, options
for electric models are increasing. In addition to the efforts of local automobile brands,
European and American brands led by Tesla also occupy a larger share in the South
Korean market. In the first half of 2021, Tesla’s sales in South Korea increased by
64.7% annually to achieve total sales of more than 11,600, surpassing Hyundai and
Kia’s electric vehicles with a market share of 43.67%.131 With the increase of models for
selection, the strategy for promoting the demand for electric vehicles may be closer to
the sales strategy of ICE vehicles in South Korea in the future. The choice of vehicle
buyers will be aligned to that of ICE vehicles.

en/brand/ev-charging-stationgangdong
129.Hyundai Motor plans 'E-pit'
stations across Korea. 2021.03.23.
Link: https://koreajoongangdaily.
joins.com/2021/03/23/
b u s i n e s s / i n d u s t r y /
hyundai/20210323181900399.
html
130.International Energy Agency
(IEA). Fuel Economy in Major Car

● Mobility as a service
Kakao leads the autonomous driving market and the largest Mobility as a service
(MaaS) in South Korea. They have the resources and talents to bring self-driving
vehicles to the streets of South Korea. One of their partners is KT Corp, a top telecom
operator in South Korea, with which Kakao is working to create a mobile platform. For
instance, the mobile platform is used as a connected vehicle platform for businessto-consumer services, car sharing. Therefore, calling a car, taking a car, getting off a
car, and payment can all be commercialized in real time. As KT has been testing 5G
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technology, they will play a vital role in Kakao Mobility’s development of autonomous
driving technology.
● It is necessary to strengthen the advantages of electric vehicles
For the future electric vehicle market in South Korea, the competitiveness of electric
vehicles will come from their advantages compared with ICE vehicles. Electric vehicles
must provide consumers with more value than ICE vehicles to win more consumers,
such as Telematics, eco- and health-friendliness and health, fuel cost saving, etc.
When the value provided by electric vehicles is greater than consumers’ expectations
for ICE vehicles, or the additional value of electric vehicles is high enough to offset the
embarrassment and reliability problems faced by emerging technologies, the transition
from ICE vehicles to electric vehicles will be natural and the latter will gradually become
the mainstream. The future challenge for electric vehicle market in South Korea is to
make up for the gap between electric vehicles and ICE vehicles after the subsidies are
phased out and to attract more potential consumers using aspects that electric vehicles
are already superior to ICE vehicles.
● Information richness will accelerate the penetration of electric vehicles.
A recent big data analysis on South Korean’s discussion about electric vehicles on social
platforms shows that potential buyers of electric vehicles in South Korea mainly search
by keywords related to vehicle models, such as model, SUV, hybrid and diesel vehicles,
which also shows that they pay more attention to the comparison between electric
and ICE vehicles and available models before buying vehicles.132 In addition, South
Korean people pay special attention to the discussion of South Korean local brands, the
application of new technologies, batteries, hydrogen fuels, etc. There is also a strong
correlation between two topics, the trends of new vehicle releases and the when to
buy electric vehicles. Suppose new electric vehicles are released more frequently, and
more models are available in the future. In that case, vehicle buyers will be more likely
to consider buying electric vehicles or replacing their existing ICE vehicles with electric
vehicles. The South Korean government has first set the grand goal of developing
electric vehicles, which may be due to the calculation and prediction about the increase
in sales caused by the diversity and richness of electric vehicles in the future.
Therefore, the high proportion of eco-friendly vehicles in South Korea in the future will
depend on the joint efforts of the government, automakers and consumers. The relevant
industrial policies of the government and automakers should support the promotion
of electric vehicles to the public and the creation of more experience opportunities. In
addition, accurately conveying the information which consumers care for from their
perspective is also very important. For example, during the life cycle of a vehicle, the
advantages of the electric vehicle compared with ICE vehicles in terms of fuel cost
reduction need to be accurately conveyed to the public.
After preliminary analysis on the environmental factors for the behavior change of
South Korean consumers based on the behavioral economics thinking framework,
132.Ju, N., Lee, K. H., & Kim,

relevant South Korean governments have taken publicity activities and actions to

S. H. (2021). Factors affecting

guide consumers to change their behaviors. For example, the website of the Ministry

consumer awareness and

of Environment of South Korea intuitively shows the benefits of electric vehicles in cost

the purchase of eco-friendly
vehicles: A textual analysis in
Korea. Sustainability, 13(10)

savings compared with ICE vehicles. South Korean automakers promote consumers to
buy electric cars through various behavior change methods in various channels, such
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as celebrity endorsements, cooperation with embassies and consulates, sponsoring vehicles used in South Korean TV
series (Table 12).

Table 12: Analysis of mindspace Framework for Behavior Change (South Korea)
Mindspace cue
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Behavior

Case

Messengers

In order to make its electric vehicle brand Ioniq more widely known, in
2020, Hyundai Motor cooperated with South Korean popular group BTS,
People who send messages and released a new song incorporating the name of the brand Ioniq.
have a great influence on us.
The Indonesian Embassy in South Korea purchased Ioniq 5, a new car
model of Hyundai to the cooperation between the two countries in electric
vehicles.

Incentives

P r e d i c t a b l e p s y c h o l o g i c a l The website of the Ministry of Environment of South Korea shows the use
shortcuts (such as a strong cost savings of electric vehicles compared with ICE vehicles.
tendency to avoid losses)
shape our response to
incentives.

Standards

Sales target of eco-friendly vehicles set by the South Korean government:
W h a t o t h e r p e o p l e i n t h e by 2030, the sales target of eco-friendly vehicles in South Korea to reach
community do has a significant 51% of new vehicle sales by 2025 and 83% by 2030. This will make one
impact on us.
out of ten vehicles in 2025 and one out of three cars in 2030 electric
vehicles.

Prominence

Our attention is attracted by The application of autonomous driving in electric vehicles is ahead of that
what is new and what seems of ICE vehicles. Driving electric cars allows users to enjoy a higher level of
to be relevant to us.
autonomous driving earlier.

Inauguration

News about electric vehicles often appears in hot search topics or media
S u b c o n s c i o u s c u e s o f t e n advertisements. Product placement of electric vehicles in South Korean
influence our actions.
TV series will arouse the audience’s curiosity and become the seed to
make electric vehicles more favored in the future.

Commitment

The government’s goal and progress of eco-friendly vehicles or the
We pursue the consistency of
commitment of automakers to climate can be made public to the
words (public promises) and
South Korean public, and the contribution of electric vehicles can be
deeds (actual actions).
demonstrated.

Ego

According to survey statistics, at present, South Korean consumers’
decisions of vehicle purchase are still influenced by the performance of
electric vehicles rather than environmental protection factors. Electric
vehicle manufacturers are also attracting consumers in terms of the
We act in a way that makes us
performance and charging convenience of electric vehicles.
feel better about ourselves.
Emphasizing on the advantages of environmental friendliness, especially
the benefits in climate change, air pollution and health, and showing
buyers who are concerned about environmental protection that it will be
responsible consumption.

How can Behavioral Change Promote the Development of Electric Vehicles

Chapter VI: Electric Vehicle Uptake under New
Climate Policies: The Potential of “Contextual” Model
of Behavioral Economics

The traditional policy measures adopted by governments to cope with the three major barriers to the development of
electric vehicles, cost, range and charging infrastructure, in various countries analyzed in this report are similar, mainly
including car purchase subsidies, increasing the number of public chargers, subsidizing individuals to install chargers
and providing tax, financing and industrial support policies for automakers. There are still differences among these
countries and regions in the design and formulation of policies related to electric vehicles, which are mainly reflected in
the following aspects:
1.Setting the development goals of electric vehicles
2. Amounts and methods of subsidy for vehicle purchase
3. Encouraging the purchase of new vehicles or replacing transportation demands by public transit
4. Incentives for consumers to shift from ICE vehicles to electric vehicles
For the purpose of alleviating consumers' range anxiety, the main government intervention is to construct public chargers
with reasonable layout, high charging speed and appropriate charging price, and to provide R&D support for automakers,
so as to promote their sustained and rapid improvement in range extension. Therefore, automakers play a key role in
improving the range of electric vehicles. It can be seen from the discussion above that one of the competition focus of
different automakers is the range. One of the main factors that consumers refer to when purchasing electric vehicles is
the range.
From the perspective of behavioral economics, there are great differences among China, Japan and South Korea in
getting rid of the biases about the three barriers to the development of electric vehicles because the change of consumer
behavior itself is influenced by social, cultural, economic, market cognition and other factors. As shown in Table 13,
the governments of South Korea, Japan and the EU have adopted more behavioral economics methods to overcome
the barriers in the development of electric vehicles, mainly focusing on the disclosure of the TCO difference between
electric vehicles and ICE vehicles and the sharing of information about charging facilities. In terms of automakers, Tesla
is absolutely dominant in California, USA, and its marketing methods have greatly promoted the change of consumer
behaviors (see section 2.2.3). Automakers in South Korea and China show their advantages and try more to attract
consumers, such as using integrated methods (leisure, communication, new technology), multi-service combination,
multi-option services, etc.
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Table 13: Summary and comparison of ways to eliminate barriers to the
development of electric vehicles with behavioral economics in different
places
Country/
Region

EU

Player

Cost, charging infrastructure, range

Showing cost savings of electric vehicles when revising automobile
emission standards;
Government
The EU adopts a unified logo for electric vehicles and charging
stations.
Official websites of automakers show TCO comparison between
electric vehicles and ICE vehicles;
Enterprises Providing information about subsidies and tax benefits, etc.;
Increasing the variety of models to meet the demands of consumers
for different ranges, such as Volkswagen.
The California Air Resources Board promotes consumers’
Government awareness of electric vehicles through its website, offering essential
factors such as TCO and the experience of the owner.133

California,
US
Enterprises

Japan

The related websites of the Tokyo municipal government publish
information about cost savings of electric vehicles;
Government
Information on all available chargers in Japan is published on
relevant websites.
Enterprises

South
Korea

China

Tesla’s marketing model: from high-consumption groups to mass
consumer groups;
Tesla has invested in transforming and upgrading early charging
stations. More and more charging stations are equipped with
supermarkets, restaurants and bookstores to provide leisure
choices for car owners.
Tesla increases the diversity of models to meet consumers’ different
demands for range, space, and price.

Nissan’s official website also offers advantages in TCO Nissan Leaf.

The Ministry of Environment of South Korea builds a portal website
of electric vehicles to publish information on cost comparison with
ICE vehicles;
Promoting the incidental benefits of electric vehicles, such as the
Government
V2G;
The portal website of electric vehicles publishes the map information
of public charging facilities nationwide and the mobile app version
for downloading.

Enterprises

Cooperating with telecom operators to improve the experience
(added value) of electric vehicles in MaaS and autonomous driving;
One-stop charging service offered by automakers;
Automakers pay attention to fast charging and reduce the gap
between electric vehicles and ICE vehicles in terms of “refueling”;
The barrier of the range is not obvious, and automakers turn to offer
diversified models to win consumers.

Enterprises

Pay by service to reduce car cost, such as battery rental and pay by
battery pack capacity of NIO;
Charging maps of automakers integrate charger information of their
own and of their partners.
Mobility service stations: providing charging companies, ride-hailing
service providers and potential consumers with communication
opportunities;
Variety of models to meet different demands for consumers for
range.

Note: Based on information in Chapter I to V.“Due to the limited information of behavioral economics, no relevant
measures were found in the blank“
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133.Learn About Electric Cars.
Link: https://driveclean.ca.gov/

In order to eliminate the “biases” of high cost and inconvenient charging of electric
vehicles, the South Korean government provides more comprehensive information
on the portal of electric vehicles to reflect the cost comparison information and the
distribution of charger networks. In order to improve users’ loyalty and experience,
enterprises focus on efforts in charging. Both the South Korean government and the
enterprises are trying to attract vehicle buyers through electric vehicles’ added value or
benefits.

6.1 Different Countries Adopt the Traditional Policy Framework to
Promote Electric Vehicle Uptake and Reduce Road Transportation
Carbon Emissions
The governments of Japan and South Korea have set the goals of carbon emission
reduction in road transportation in 2030 in relevant climate policies. Japan has set the
goal of banning the sale of ICE vehicles after 2035, and South Korea’s goal is that 80%
of new vehicles on sale will be eco-friendly vehicles in 2030.

Table 14: Summary of measures related to the development of road
transportation electric vehicles in major carbon emitters of the world

134.A fundamental transpor t

Country/
Goals and paths related to the development of electric vehicles in climate policies
Region
Climate policies related to electric Other climate policies (such as the 2030
v e h i c l e s i n N D C ( N a t i o n a l l y Development Goal of Electric Vehicles)
Determined Contribution)

transformation: Commission
presents its plan for gre e n,
smart and affordable mobility,
European Commission,
2021.10.18. Link: https://
transport.ec.europa.eu/
t r a n s p o r t- t h e m e s / m o b i l i t y strategy_en
135.Delivering the European
Green Deal. European

EU

Commission, 2021 July. Link :
https://ec.europa.eu/info/
strategy/priorities-2019-2024/
european-green-deal/deliveringeuropean-green-deal_en
136.California Government
webpage, retrieved Oct
2021. Link : https://www.gov.
ca.gov/2020/09/23/governornewsom-announces-california-

US

w i l l - p h a s e - o u t- g a s o l i n e powered-cars-drasticallyr e d u c e - d e m a n d - f o r- f o s s i l f u e l - i n - c a l i f o r n i a s - f i g h tagainst-climate-change

India
137.Indian businesses seek
government support to meet

The CO2 emissions per kilometer
of passenger vehicles sold in the
EU must be reduced by 37.5%
compared with the level in 2021,
and that of trucks by 31%;
Taking 2019/2020 as the reference
period, the CO 2 emissions per
kilometer new large trucks must be
reduced by 30%.
The targets after 2022 may be
modified or extended to smaller
trucks, buses, coaches and
trailers.
Incentives for zero-emission
private vehicles;
Funds to support multi-unit
housing, public charging and
charging facilities for long-distance
transportation.

At least 30 million zero-emission vehicles
should be put into use by 2030, and
the greenhouse gas emissions in the
transportation sector should be reduced by
90% by 2050.134
By 2030, the total CO2 emissions of new
vehicles will be reduced by 55% compared
with 2021.135

California has announced that it will have
250,000 chargers by 2025 and 5 million
zero-emission vehicles on the roads by
2030;
California has announced that all passenger
cars and light trucks sold after 2035 will be
zero-emission vehicles.136

By 2030, 30% of new cars, 70% of new
Promoting the manufacturing and
motorbikes and scooters and 35% of new
use of hybrid and electric vehicles
buses sold to be electric.137

2030 EV target, Oct 14,2021.
Link: https://www.reuters.com/
technology/indian-businessesseek-government-support-meet2030-ev-target-2021-10-14
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Country/
Goals and paths related to the development of electric vehicles in climate policies
Region

Japan

The greenhouse gas emissions in
the transportation sector should
be reduced by about 35% by 2030
compared with 2013 (no more than
146 million tons of CO2 equivalent);
Promoting the next-generation
vehicles.

Promising that after 2035, all new vehicles
on sale will be electric, and after 2050,
all vehicles produced in Japan will be
electric.138

South
Korea

To achieve the development goal
of 3 million electric vehicles and
850,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles
by 2030.

Under the goal of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions by 24% in the transportation
sector by 2030, the sales target of ecofriendly vehicles in South Korea should
reach more than 50% of new vehicle sales
by 2025 and more than 80% by 2030.

138.“Green Growth Strategy
Through Achieving Carbon
Neutrality in 2050” Formulated,
METI, December 25, 2020. p31,
“A u to m o b i l e a n d ba t te r i e s
i n d u s t r y ”. r e t r i e v e d O c t
2021. Link : https://www.meti.
go.jp/english/press/2020/
pdf/1225_001b.pdf
139.Notice of the General
O f f i c e of t h e St a t e C o u n c i l
on Printing and Distributing
the Development Plan for the
New Energy Vehicle Industr y
(2021-2035), General Office of
the State Council. Link:
http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/
content/2020-11/02/
content_5556716.htm
140.Peak carbon dioxide
emissions Action Plan to 2030,
St a te C o u n c i l , 2 0 2 1 . 1 0 . 2 6 .

Accelerating the development Enhancing the sales of new energy vehicles
of green logistics. Integrating to 20% of the total vehicles sales by 2025.139
Reference: Rock Energy Review 2019; UNFCCC official website
transportation resources and By 2030, new energy and clean energy
improving the utilization efficiency; vehicles will account for about 40% of the
Accelerating the development sales of new vehicles.140
China of new energy and clean energy
vehicles and vessels;
Accelerating the construction
of a convenient, efficient and
moderately advanced charging
and swapping network system.
Reference: Rock Energy Review 2019; UNFCCC official website

L i n k : h t t p : / / w w w. g o v. c n /
zhengce/content/2021-10/26/
content_5644984.htm

To use the strategies for reducing the greenhouse gas emission intensity in the
transportation sector in the fifth assessment report (AR5) of IPCC is to supplement the

141.Ralph Sims et al., 2014:

measures of “Improvement” with the strategies of “Avoiding” and “shifting”.141 Among

Transport. In: Climate Change

the above national climate policies, improving the proportion of electric vehicles in the

2014: Mitigation of Climate

transportation sector is mainly reflected in the strategy of “improvement” , that is to say,

Change. Contribution of Working
Group III to the Fifth Assessment

for achieving the 2030 transportation emission reduction target, the main policies related

Report of the Intergovernmental

to electric vehicles focus on setting the number of electric vehicles and the construction

Panel on Climate Change. Link:

target of charging facilities. These policies and measures or market stimulus measures

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/
uploads/2018/02/ipcc_wg3_ar5_
chapter8.pdf
1 4 2 .T he B e havioral In sights
Team, which was born out of the

are the major means that the government considers to achieve the goal of transportation
emission reduction. The “change” strategy for changing consumer behaviors (namely
buying electric vehicles instead of ICE vehicles) will have a more “extra” impact on
the fulfillment of the target of road transportation carbon emission reduction by 2030

Cameron government of the UK,

in different countries, which should be considered in the formulation of policies on the

is one of the most influential

reduction of road transportation emissions.

o rg a n i z a t i o n s i n p ro m o t i n g
more effective public decisionmaking by adopting behavioral
economics methods. Established
in 2010, this institution
currently provides services for
government agencies in the UK,

6.2 There is Great Potential to Promote Electric Vehicle Uptake with
Behavioral Economics
Although it is mentioned in chapter I to V of this report that some governments and

the US, Canada, Australia, New

enterprises use behavioral economics methods to design “Nudges” to accelerate

Zealand, France and Singapore.

electric vehicle uptake, at present, we haven’t seen a systematic analysis to evaluate

For details, please refer to the
website of the organization, Link:

the quantitative effect of “nudge” intervention of behavioral economics electric vehicle

https://www.bi.team/about-us/

uptake in a certain country or region. There are three main reasons for this result. First,

who-we-are/

there has been a gradual process for behavioral economics to be highly regarded and
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applied in public decision-making in the last 5-10 years. It has been applied in very
limited countries and cities.142 Second, the inertia of public decision-making determines
that decision-makers generally tend to use traditional policy tools to promote the
development and uptake of electric vehicles, such as financial incentives, financial
subsidies, mandatory standards and growth targets, etc. Third, the rapid decline of
technical cost and mass production of electric vehicles haven’t happened until recent
years. The maturity of technology and the acceptability of production costs will also
affect the application of behavioral economics in this field.
With the increasing urgency of our efforts to cope with global climate change and the
influence of cooperation and competition among countries, accelerating the uptake
of electric vehicles has obviously become a priority in major global economies and
climate decision-making agenda. This can be seen clearly from the development goals
of electric vehicles of various economies in the next 10-15 years shown in Table 14.
Driven by more urgent goals, the government and enterprises will naturally try their best
to speed up electric vehicle uptake which have a vital impact on road transportation
decarbonization. In this process, traditional policy tools and methods are obviously not
enough, and it has become an important policy choice to use behavioral economics
“nudge” measures to help the emission reduction process.143 The International Energy
Agency (IEA) has discussed a lot about the important role of consumer behavior
change in achieving the goal of net zero emission in the new report Net Zero by 2050
of the global energy system.144 Changing consumer behavior is precisely the focus of
the analysis with behavioral economics as the “stage” to show its ideas and methods.
Therefore, at present, with the interaction of various domestic and international climate,
energy and economic policies, the governments and enterprises related to the electric
vehicle industry in the three East Asian countries should take behavioral economics
as an important policy tool and design various ways of “nudge” to accelerate the
mainstreaming process of electric vehicles, so as to drive the road transportation sector
into the path of rapid decarbonization as soon as possible.
As mentioned above, although we haven’t seen any empirical research on the
improvement of electric vehicle uptake caused by the “nudge” of behavioral economics,
the evidence accumulated based on cases, consumer opinion surveys and social
experiments in the past also has important reference value for making decisions on
how to take specific measures to change consumer behaviors and promote the uptake
of electric vehicles. In other words, we’re not in short of policy “nudge” methods. Based
on the analysis results on how to drive and accelerate the adoption of electric vehicles
released by the Behavioral Insights Team and Transport Research Laboratory in the UK
in 2020, we have listed the “nudge” methods for decision-makers in China, Japan and
143.Broughton, et al., 2020. The

South Korea as a reference. Whether it is worth adopting or not, of course, depends on

Behavioral Economy: a 10 point

the characteristics of the social, economic, cultural and industrial development in each

plan to upgrade economic policy.
Link: https://www.bi.team/wp-

country.

content/uploads/2020/11/TheBehavioural-Economy-1.pdf
144.Do we need to change our
behavior to reach net zero by

The “nudge” policy suggestions based on behavioral economics (as shown in Table
15) are consistent with the “contextual” model introduced in Chapter I of this report and
echo the mindspace cues in the “contextual” model. For example, “Emotional impact”,

2050? IEA, Paris. Link: https://

“Commitment” and “Ego” in mindspace cues correspond to the nudge suggestions of 2.b

www.iea.org/ar ticles/do-we-

and 5.b in Table 15.

need-to-change-our-behaviourto-reach-net-zero-by-2050
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Table 15: “Nudge” policy suggestions on dealing with the five barriers to electric vehicles
Consumers’ demands/goals/barriers
around electric vehicles

“Nudge” suggestions

1

Set an interactive EV lifestyle tool to show the changes in lifestyle after owning
electric vehicles and make up for the deficiencies in the perception of electric
Consumers’ cognition of electric
vehicles;
vehicles is accurate and reliable.
Present objective statistical data about the differences between electric vehicles
and ICE vehicles;

2

Enforce price labels that can show the difference of TCO;
Consumers think electric vehicles are Summarize and design subsidies and incentive policies of the government for
electric vehicles from the angle that can attract people’s attention easily;
affordable or cost-effective
Allow electric vehicles to enjoy free parking in public spaces;

3

Set up chargers in tourist attractions;
Charging infrastructure and
Provide incentives for gas stations, hotels, supermarkets and other commercial
experience can fully meet the
facilities to invest in the construction of chargers;
demands.
Reserve parking spaces for electric vehicles on the roadsides;

4

Establish more test drive outlets for electric vehicles;
The functionality (such as range) and
Through short-term lease (without increasing the lease cost, lease period as
driving experience of electric vehicles
long as 7-14 days), consumers can have a longer driving experience of electric
fully meet the demands.
vehicles and promote their comprehensive cognition of vehicle performance;

5

Provide green channels parking of electric vehicles;
Highlight the positive benefits of electric vehicles on the environment, public
Owning and driving an electric vehicle
health and climate (providing solutions on how to reuse obsolete batteries),
is pleasing and comfortable.
and highlight the positive impact of electric vehicle drivers on society and the
environment through various social media and open communication methods.

Note: coordinate according to the Executive Summary of the report Driving and accelerating the adoption of electric vehicles in the UK. The policy
suggestions are selected from part of it. Please refer to Figure 2 on Page 6 for the source.
Link: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/914111/driving-and-accelerating-the-adoption-ofelectric-vehicles-in-the-uk.pdf

Behavioural economics and psychology research inspires decision-makers to adopt the “contextual” model to change
people’s cognition of new things and their subsequent consumption behaviors. In the short development history of global
electric vehicles, Tesla, an American electric vehicle manufacturer, is a typical case that uses the “contextual” model
to bring commercial success. Tesla’s marketing strategy applies the “contextual” model by highlighting the legendary
experience of the founder’s new technology entrepreneurship and building the brand correlation between Tesla brand
and SpaceX, an innovative enterprise of manned space flight technology, Tesla car owners are shrouded by an assumed
public cognition where “Tesla car owners are social elites who enjoy and support new technologies in the future”, and
they become significantly different from other electric car manufacturers in brand cognition. Tesla built a gigafactory in
Shanghai, China in 2019 to produce Model 3 at a price more affordable for the middle class. On the one hand, Tesla
expanded the target group of consumers, although the income level of these new target consumers was much lower than
that of the earlier owners; On the other hand, it promoted the diversification of its product lines to meet the competition
brought by the accelerated electric transformation of traditional automakers. This is also a natural development process
of manufacturing enterprises aiming at promoting energy transition. Tesla’s well-known brand image has not been
affected. With its global sales exceeding 500,000 units in 2020, Tesla will obviously remain in an advantageous position
in the competitions of the global electric vehicle market in the short term. Tesla’s biggest competitors in the future will be
those traditional high-end car manufacturers that have applied the “contextual” model in ICE vehicle manufacturing and
shaped the brand uniqueness, especially the three German automakers, Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Audi.
The “nudge” measures advocated by behavioral economics are more conducive to achieving behavior change and have
gradually attracted the attention of policymakers in more countries. Whether it’s the mindspace cues in the “contextual”
model or the strategic suggestions for the five barriers to electric vehicle uptake shown in Table 15, the quantitative
evaluation on the improvement of the uptake of electric vehicles brought about by a certain measure is still a question
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that researchers are trying to answer. Although we lack sufficient data to carry out
similar research at present, we try to use some data about the development of electric
vehicles in China in Chapter III of this report, assuming that we can successfully “nudge”
consumers to establish accurate and reasonable cognition of the life cycle cost of
electric vehicles, and guide the decision-making of purchasing electric vehicles with the
TCO, then how much can we improve the market penetration rate of electric vehicles?
A large part of the ownership of the vehicles registered on the Didi platform, a ridehailing service provider, belongs to Didi, and the other belongs to private individuals. In
any case, the TCO of electric vehicles will be given priority when making the purchase
decision of electric vehicles, which is the main reason for the rapid growth of new
energy vehicle registration on Didi platform in recent years. (See the content about ridehailing in Chapter III and the information shown in Figure 7.) In other words, ride-hailing
companies and private drivers have lower “biases” on the TCO of electric vehicles than
ordinary consumers, thus showing more buying behaviors. From this point of view, if,
through the “nudge” measures, ordinary consumers can understand the TCO of electric
vehicles at the same level as that of ride-hailing companies and drivers, the electric
vehicle uptake will be increased by a certain proportion. so what is this proportion?
By comparing the penetration rate of new energy vehicles in the light passenger car
market with the proportion of new energy vehicles on the Didi platform, we can estimate
this proportion (as shown in Table 16). Since no direct data can be found, the total
number of registered vehicles on Didi platform in the table is estimated according
to the following two data: transport licenses of legal ride-hailing vehicles and order
compliance rate of the ride-hailing platforms (namely the proportion of service orders
with compliant ride-hailing driver licenses and ride-hailing licenses to total ride-hailing
orders). The Ministry of Communications announced that as of September 30, 2021,
the number of vehicle transport permits issued by the government for providing ridehailing service was 1.418 million,

145

an increase of about 200,000 compared with 1.229

146

million in February 2021 . Therefore, we assume that by the end of 2020, the number
of compliant ride-hailing transport licenses was 1.2 million. According to the compliance
rate of platform orders, we can roughly estimate the ratio of the number of compliant
vehicles to non-compliant vehicles. According to the data released by the Ministry of
145.The ride-hailing supervision

Communications in July 2021, the order compliance rate of more than 200 ride-hailing

platform released the operation

platforms varied greatly, ranging from 16% to 93%. Didi’s order compliance rate was at

of the industry in September.
Ministr y of Communications,

a low level.147

2021. Link : https://www.mot.
gov.cn/jiaotongyaowen/202110/
t20211020_3622398.html

It is reasonable to assume that all compliant vehicles were registered on and use Didi
platform. Assuming that the order compliance rate of Didi was about 20%, it is estimated

146.The ride-hailing supervision

that the number of non-compliant vehicles registered on Didi platform was 4-6 times that

platform released the

of compliant vehicles. Calculated by 1.2 million, the number of ride-hailing transportation

operation of the industr y in
Februar y. Link： http://www.
g o v. c n / x i n w e n / 2 0 2 1 - 0 3 / 2 2 /
content_5594771.htm
147.The compliance rate of ride-

licenses approved by the government by 2020, the total number of vehicles registered
on Didi platform reached 6 million to 8.4 million. Here we assume that the total number
of compliant and non-compliant vehicles registered on Didi platform in 2019 was 5.8
million to 8.2 million, slightly lower than that in 2020.

hailing super vision platform
orders is less than 20%.
Singapore Zaobao. Link: https://
www.zaobao.com.sg/realtime/
china/story20210710-1167363
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Table 16: Proportion of new energy vehicles registered on Didi platform vs. penetration rate of new energy
vehicles in the light passenger vehicle market
2019

2020

Annual growth

Car stock

Annual growth

Car stock

Light passenger vehicles

20.7 million

220 million

19.29 million

19.27 million

New-energy vehicles

1.21 million

3.81 million

1.11 million

4.92 million

% of new-energy vehicles

4.7%

1.7%

5.8%

2.1%

All registered vehicles on Didi

5.8-8.2 million

200, 000

6-8.2 million

New-energy vehicles registered on Didi (Battery
EVs as main players)

969, 000

230, 000

1.2 million

Share of new-energy vehicles registered on Didi

12% - 17%

14% - 20%

Source: Ride-hailing supervision platform of the Ministry of Communications; China Automotive Industry Development Annual Report 2021;

The proportion of new energy vehicles on the ride-hailing platform Didi was much higher than that of new energy vehicles
in the national car stock of light passenger vehicles. Suppose the “nudge” measures based on behavioral economics
can be used to eliminate ordinary consumers’ cognitive “biases” on the TCO of electric vehicles. In that case, the electric
vehicles uptake will be significantly faster than the current level. From this perspective, there is great potential to promote
electric vehicle uptake by behavioral economics.

6.3 Suggestions of Behavioral Economics for the Development of Electric Vehicles in China
For reducing the “biases” of consumers behind the three major barriers to the development of electric vehicles, it is still
very rare for China’s transportation authorities to adopt policies and measures based on behavioral economics (Table
13). Barrier removal still depends on traditional ways such as subsidies for electric vehicle purchase, industrial policies to
encourage automakers, and setting development goals for electric vehicles.
As for the enterprises, in the increasingly competitive market of electric vehicles, some Chinese automakers have
launched various effective marketing models aimed at consumer biases to attract more shoppers. The most prominent
one is NIO, whose battery rental service BaaS reduces the cost of vehicle purchase and provides the service for car
owners to adjust the rental packages according to the travel distance. For example, BaaS has reduced the vehicle
purchase price by RMB 70,000. If you choose a 70kWh battery pack (the annual rental fee is RMB 12,000), the
accumulated battery rental fee for six years is equivalent to the car price discount. NIO’s BaaS injects flexibility into the
TCO of electric vehicles and provides space for consumers to make their own decisions. This incentive model has a
significant effect on purchasing decisions. NIO’s charging map APP also integrates the information of charging facilities
of different charging service providers. It is convenient for vehicle owners to flexibly meet their charging requirements
and ensure the convenience of electric vehicles in use. Finally, NIO’s carbon credits plan (Blue Dot Plan) also increases
users’ driving enthusiasm and a good sense of social responsibility by establishing a context setting of environmental
protection (coping with climate change). NIO’s all-round service awareness is a means to attract potential customers.
In addition to NIO, other electric vehicle manufacturers and car-sharing companies in China also encourage consumers
to buy electric vehicles by creating specific electric vehicle “context” and adopting various behavior change methods (Table
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9), attracting consumers from the aspects of customization, celebrity endorsement, promotion of domestic brands and so
on.
According to China’s development goal of electric vehicles and its comparison with major emitters (Table 14), China may
make more commitments and set more ambitious goals of electric vehicles uptake in the future. However, considering
the large number of ICE vehicles in China, the electrification of the whole road transportation sector is still slow. However,
under the guidance of the goal that 40% of new vehicles sales will be new energy vehicles by 2030, the decision-makers
of the transportation sector need to consider using the “contextual” model from the perspective of behavioral economics
while providing more policy incentives to urge consumers to accept and recognize electric vehicles more and finally take
them as an alternative to ICE vehicles, to accelerate the electrification of the road transportation sector.
Although China’s road transportation regulatory authorities have not taken any measures based on behavioral
economics to promote electric vehicle uptake at present, the Chinese government can make bold attempts in this field
by combining the experiences of Europe, America, Japan and South Korea, which will help promote the rapid uptake
of electric vehicles in China and support the medium-term development goal that 40% vehicles are electric vehicles by
2030. On the other hand, given that Chinese automakers (such as NIO) have tried to innovate in marketing strategies
based on consumer demand, other electric vehicle manufacturers can learn from the experience of their peers from
the perspective of behavioral economics to find out the “biases” hidden behind the “barriers” and improve consumers’
acceptance and understanding of electric vehicles.
Based on the analysis of this report, we give the following suggestions to the government and enterprises in promoting
electric vehicle uptake in China by using behavioral economics methods:
● Suggestions to the government:
(1) Referring to the experience of the California Air Resources Board, set up an authoritative website to publish the TCO
of electric vehicles and the positive impact of electric vehicles on the environment and climate, provide transparent,
accurate and timely information for consumers and help them make more rational decisions for vehicle purchase.
(2) Referring to the experience of the EU, unify the signs of electric vehicle charging stations to help reduce the cognitive
barrier and the anxiety of drivers when looking for charging facilities;
(3) Under the scenario of coping with climate change and achieving the carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals,
share the contribution of electric vehicle owners in emission reduction, and combine it with the road transportation sector
to achieve the short-term goal of carbon peaking and the long-term goal of carbon neutrality, so as to create a “context”
for electric vehicle owners to help their country achieve the two goals, and encourage more ICE vehicle owners to
choose electric vehicles;
● Suggestions for electric vehicle manufacturers and car-sharing companies
(1) Referring to the case experience of New Zealand mentioned in Chapter I of the report, in order to solve the problem
of consumers’ lack of awareness of the charging process, manufacturing enterprises can cooperate with dealers and
traditional car rental companies to provide consumers who have no experience in driving electric vehicles through means
of a short-term lease, thus helping to deal with the “barrier” of the consumers’ lack of driving experience in electric
vehicles and the “bias” in the consumers’ knowledge of electric vehicles.
(2) China’s electric vehicle manufacturers have paid more attention to the information and intelligence elements in the
design of electric vehicles. In the future, they should promote electric vehicles to existing ICE vehicle users, emphasize
these new technological elements, and actively create purchase and use scenarios in which electric vehicles are better
than traditional ICE vehicles in combination with the progress made in cost and mileage.
(3) Based on comprehensive cost analysis, car-sharing companies are increasing the proportion of electric vehicles.
By offering price concessions to promote more consumers to choose electric vehicles, and then continue increasing
the proportion of electric vehicles in their operating vehicles, the operating cost of car-sharing companies can be
continuously reduced. Also, car-sharing companies and even traditional car rental companies can cooperate with electric
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vehicle manufacturers to increase investment in high-end models with more sense of technology to increase consumers’
awareness of the good driving experience of electric vehicles and eliminate the existing biases.
Only by the middle of this century when the global net zero emissions have been achieved will we have high possibility
to achieve the goal of controlling the temperature rise at 1.5 degrees Celsius by the end of this century, to avoid the
disastrous impact of the climate change crisis. The emission reduction of the road transportation sector is an important
part of it, and it cannot be achieved without electric vehicle uptake. This report refers to the experience of electric
vehicles development in the EU and California, USA, and focuses on the analysis of the development of electric vehicles
in China, Japan and South Korea in the past decade. Our exploration takes into account the traditional decision-making
based on interest optimization and the “contextual” model based on behavioral economics thinking and methods. Based on
the price, range and charging infrastructure, and referring to the case studies of different governments and automakers
in regulation and marketing, we have analyzed the different roles played by the traditional model and the “contextual”
model in promoting electric vehicle uptake. We further put forward specific suggestions for the government and
enterprises on how to better promote electric vehicle uptake in China in the next decade, hoping that these suggestions
based on behavioral economics will help us enrich the discussion on China’s road transportation decarbonization policies
from another perspective.
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